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New chief selected 
Committee members question selection 
By Martha Slud 
Flat Hat News Editor 
After more than five months of 
searching, the College has selected a 
new Campus Police chief, but some 
search committee members say that 
the candidate who was selected is not 
their top choice among the applicants. 
Richard W. McGrew, now the di¬ 
rector of safety and security at the 
College of St. Thomas in St. Paul, 
Minn., will assume his new duties at 
the College Dec. 1. 
McGrew was selected on the basis'. 
of his "educational credentials. . .. 
experience at several campuses...and 
outstanding references," according to 
Assistant to the Vice President for 
Administration and Finance Nancy 
Nash, who headed the committee 
which interviewed the top candidates. 
McGrew was selected after the 
College's first choice for the position, 
Edward Bracht of Hof stra University, 
decided not to accept the position for 
personal reasons. 
Controversy surrounding the selec¬ 
tion arose earlier this fall, after several 
members of the department charged 
that Lt. Cherie Stone, who had served 
as acting director of the department 
for nine months and had applied to 
become the permanent chief, was in¬ 
tentionally overlooked by Nash for 
the position. 
After Bracht declined to accept the 
post, McGrew, Stone and another 
candidate from the University of 
Maryland were interviewed by the 
committee, which, along with Nash, 
included Campus Police Officer Gar- 
nice Graham, Director of Residence 
Life Fred Fotis, and Roy Williams, 
associate directorof facilities manage¬ 
ment. 
After this round of interviews, the 
candidates were called back for day¬ 
long interviews, which were con¬ 
ducted by other College officials, in¬ 
cluding Vice President for Student 
Affairs Sam Sadler and Dean of Stu¬ 
dent Activities Ken Smith. The final 
decision was made by Bill Merck, vice 
president for administration and fi¬ 
nance, according to Nash. 
Several members of the Campus 
Police have alleged that Nash's con¬ 
duct in her role as head of the search 
committee has been unethical, and 
that search committee members were 
excluded from the decision-making 
process. Nash has repeatedly refused 
to discuss details of the selection pro¬ 
cedure, citing state personnel guide¬ 
lines on confidentiality. 
The search committee members, 
who, along with Nash, reviewed the 
applications and conducted the inter¬ 
views, expressed mixed feelings about 
the selection and the roles that they 
played in the decision, although all 
three said that they believe McGrew is 
competent for the position. 
"He was not my first choice," Fotis 
said, adding however, that he thinks 
McGrew "is experienced and ca¬ 
pable." 
Graham said that she had concerns 
See CHIEF, Page 6  
Sexually Speaking 
By Berna Creel/The Flat Hat 
The diminutive sex therapist Dr. Ruth Westheimer answers a wide range of questions at her lecture at Trinkle 
Hall Tuesday. See story in Features, Page 7. 
Bomb threats close Swem 
State police seal up building for more than three hours 
By Christian Klein and Dan Chase 
Swem Library was closed down 
for several hours Tuesday, after a 
series of bomb threats were called in 
to the college. 
At approximately 10:40am, the Col¬ 
lege switchboard received a call from 
off-campus claiming that there was a 
bomb in the library according to 
Nancy Nash, assistant to the vice 
president for administration and fi¬ 
nance. 
The library was immediatelyevacu- 
ated and closed and the state police 
arrived with a bomb sniffing dog to 
search the building for explosives. 
The library was reopened at 3pm after 
police failed to find any bomb. 
Many students who had not 
Drought their belongings outside 
during the evacuation found them¬ 
selves without their books, backpacks, 
and wallets for several hours. "We 
just assumed that it was a fire drill, 
and that we'd be let back in, in a few 
minutes," one student said. 
Students whose belongings were 
in the library complained that they 
were kept in the dark about what was 
going on. A WCVVM News corre¬ 
spondent "made an announcement 
at 12:30 about what he knew about 
the situation, but that was the first 
that anybody told us about what was 
going on," another student who was 
evacuated said. 'That was more than 
an hour and a half after the library 
closed." 
"[It is] State Police policy not to tell 
anyone anything at the scene," Nash 
said. "Since we had called them in, 
we were cooperating with them." 
During the incident at Swem, stu¬ 
dents were allowed to stand very close 
to the building despite the potential 
danger. According to Nash, the 
evacuation of Swem was just a "pre¬ 
cautionary measure." 
I f we thought a bomb was about to 
go off, we would have taken other 
measures," she said. "While we 
thought it prudent to close the li¬ 
brary, we didn't think that this threat 
warranted evacuating all on new 
campus." 
Bomb threats at the College are 
very rare, Nash said. In fact, Nash 
said that this was the only bomb threat 
that has occurred in the year-and-a- 
half that she has been at the College. 
By Matt Dunlop/The Flat Hat 
Pictured left to right at Saturday's pre-game dedication ceremony: Board of Visitors Chairman Hays Watkins, 
President Paul Verkuil, Walter and Betty Zable, and Director of Athletics John Randolph. 
Alumni give $10 million 
BOV approves naming football stadium in recognition 
By Patrick Lee 
This past Saturday, the Tribe de¬ 
feated Furman in the first game ever 
played in Walter J. Zable Stadium, 
which was newly named to honor the 
donor of $10 million to the Campaign 
for the Fourth Century. 
In a pre-game ceremony, the sta¬ 
dium was dedicated in honor of Zable 
and his wife Betty. 
Five million dollars of the commit¬ 
ment will be used for athletic scholar¬ 
ships, $2.5 million will be used for 
graduate student aid, and the remain¬ 
ing $2.5 million will go to fund future 
programs at the College. 
President Paul Verkuil called the 
Zables "two of our finest," and said 
that "this is truly one of the most 
significant gifts in William and Mary's 
history, and it couldn't have come at 
a better time... I am pleased to express 
thegratitudeoftheCollege'sstudents 
and faculty." 
Zable, a member of the Class of 
1937, graduated with a degree in phys¬ 
ics. In 1951, he formed an electronics 
company. Cubic Corporation with a 
$5,000 investment and turned it into a 
$350 million business. 
While at the College, Zable excelled 
in football, basketball, and track. He 
was an Honorable Mention All- 
American football player, on the All- 
South Atlantic first team, and the 
Southern Conference low hurdles 
champion. He went on to play foot¬ 
ball professionally for the Richmond 
Arrows and the New York Giants. 
The NCAA awarded Zableitsmost 
prestigious honor, theTeddy Roosev¬ 
elt Award. In 1969, he was inducted 
into the William and Mary Hall of 
Fame, and his football jersey, number 
20 has been retired from Tribe foot¬ 
ball. 
Zable acknowledged the important 
role of athletics in his life, saying. 
See ZABLE, Page 6  
Phone problems persist 
By Mark Toner and Leigh Johnson 
Flat Hat Staff Writers 
As problems with the College's 
long-distance system persist, officials 
from the College, state, and C&P 
Telephone are investigating possible 
remedies for the situation. 
The main problem students have 
encountered is not being able to gain 
access to the long distance network, 
instead receiving a "fast" busy sig¬ 
nal immediately after dialing their 
access code. Off-campus callers have 
also reported having difficulty reach¬ 
ing the campus' 221 exchange during 
peak calling hours. 
Reports from the Office of Tele¬ 
communications, however, show that 
the College's system is not operating 
at full capacity and that outgoing lines 
arc available, according to Telecom¬ 
munications Business Manager 
Marge Wilson. 
Telecommunications officials say 
that the problem instead lies with 
state and regional long distance sys¬ 
tems. Bud Robeson, vice provost for 
information technology, said that the 
State Consolidated Administrative 
Telephone System (SCATS), used for 
all long distance calls made through 
Chain message clogs voice mail 
By Robbie Uhlfeder 
The College's voice mail system 
was rendered ineffective last week 
after a chain message featuring 
clucking chicken voices circulated 
through the system. 
According to Franklin E. Robe¬ 
son, vice provost for information 
technology, the problem did not 
arise from the actual song, but from 
the 40 to 50 introductions which 
successive listeners attached. By 
Nov. 2, the message had grown to 
five or ten minutes in length. 
"When you have people on (the 
voice mail system) for that amount 
of time, it just blows your system 
apart, " Robeson said. 
The voice mail system can store 
up to 85 hours of campus phone 
messages and last week the com¬ 
puters showed that all of that time 
was filled. According to Robeson 
people who called to campus dur¬ 
ing that time received a recording 
that voice mail was full or received 
no message at all. 
"It was the Friday of Homecom¬ 
ing, and the voice mail system was 
still down," Robeson said. 'There 
were thousands of calls coming in 
and no voice mail." 
See MESSAGE, Page 6 
the College's network, is overloaded 
and often unable to accommodate the 
influx of long distance calls from the 
College. 
SCATS officials, however, say that 
this is not the case. 'The problem 
[must be] with cither the circuits be¬ 
tween William and Mary and our 
network, or on our network," Charlie 
Hud gins, an engineering manager for 
the state's Department of informa¬ 
tion technology, said. "[But] the 
SCATS network is not the problem. 
It's a very large system, and it should 
be able to handle the traffic." 
SCATS posts an average of six 
million minutes of long distance call¬ 
ing per month, nearly two million 
See PHONES, Page 6 
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"Cluck, cluck, cluck" 
—outlawed voicemail message 
SA assesses past problems and upcoming plans 
By Brian Tureck 
Flat Hat Opinions Editor 
After a spring and fall filled with 
turbulence and bad publicity, the 
Student Association has all but faded 
from the public spotlight in recent 
weeks, a state of affairs that President 
Mark Bloom does not mind. 
"Not hearing anything about [the 
SA] is not a bad thing," Bloom said. 
"It becomes a bad thing when people 
are hearing bad things about us. 
People are more interested in the 
negative sides of things. If we're not 
hearing anything, it means we're 
doing a good job." 
Bloom said that the SA programs 
are continuing and attracting much 
attention.    Programs such as the 
speaker series and Cyclefest have 
been successful. According to Bloom, 
over 750 people heard Dr. Ruth 
Westheimer speak this week, and an 
additional 550 came to hear Alex 
Haley in September. 
Not everything, however, has gone 
smoothly for the SA. So far this year, 
the organization has been rocked by 
four resignations from its Executive 
Council, bounced checks, scheduling 
conflicts, and a threatened lawsuit 
stemming from a cancelled invitation 
for its speaker scries. 
The resignations from the council 
have been the most publicized of the 
SA's problems. Earlier this year. 
Executive Vice President Laura Flip- 
pin resigned, citing personality con¬ 
flicts with other members of the coun¬ 
cil. In addition, Karl Otto, vice presi¬ 
dent of student services; Janice Mos- 
ley, vice-president of communica¬ 
tions; and Lisa Bricker, executive 
secretary, all have resigned for aca¬ 
demic reasons. 
'This is not unusual," Ken Smith, 
associate vice president for student 
affairs, said. "Over the years, we've 
had administrations where we have 
had quite a few resignations." 
The bounced checks and schedul¬ 
ing conflicts, though not the fault of 
the SA, have nonetheless scarred the 
organization. 
'The mistake [with the checks! was 
from the bank, not our treasurer," 
Bloom said. 'The bank deposited 
money into the wrong account. We 
had the funds to cover the checks." 
According to Smith, these prob¬ 
lems could almost all be traced back 
to the election last spring. 
"We would not have the problems 
without the election problem," he 
said. 'The executive council was not 
appointed until very late, and we had 
to scramble to get approvals before 
thelastmeetingoftheycar. When the 
council finally got together at the end 
of May, some of them did not know 
each other. We're doing much now 
[to resolve problems] that would have 
been done last spring [if there was 
time]." 
Despite theproblcms. Bloom points 
to some of the accomplishments of 
:he SA this year, including securing 
•.pots for five students on the curricu¬ 
lum review committee, which Bloom 
describes as "the most important 
committee" at the College right now, 
and obtaining 25 more day student 
parking spots in the Bryan lot. 
Bloom also cites recent SA council 
elections as proof that many people 
are interested in the SA and want to 
get involved. The fall elections drew 
a better turnout than in May, includ¬ 
ing more than 50 percent of the fresh¬ 
man class. 
"There have been problems," 
Smith said. "But there have been 
administrations with more problems 
than this one. Things are smoothing 
over now; I'm not going to write this 
year off as a loss." 
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Beyond the 'Burg 
By Christian Klein 
Flat Hat Staff Writer 
■World. Secretary of State James 
Baker met with King Fahd of Saudi 
Arabia in an effort to codify the 
frameworkof command for Ameri¬ 
can, Saudi, and multinational forces 
in the event that a military confron¬ 
tation with Iraq should occur. The 
plan would put the American forces 
under the command of General H. 
Norman Schwartzkopf and the 
Saudi, Arab, and other multina¬ 
tional forces under the command 
of Saudi Lt. General Khalid bin 
Sultan. 
Analysts believe the purpose of 
the agreement is to send a clear 
message to the Iraqi leadership that 
if the United Nations' sanctions fail 
to dislodge Iraq from Kuwait, the 
United States and its allies are 
prepared to go to war. 
US officials stressed, however, 
that they still want time to allow 
the UN sanctions to take effect 
before exercising any military op¬ 
tions. 
India's Prime Minister V.P. Singh 
lost a vote of confidence held by the 
Indian parliament on Wednesday. 
Singh's downfall follows months 
of religious and class-based vio¬ 
lence which has left hundreds of 
people dead. Although no one is 
sure what coalition government 
will emerge from India's political 
chaos, a major shift in India's 
domestic or foreign policies is not 
expected. 
The leaders of Lebanon's main 
Shiite militias signed an agreement 
this week allowing the Lebanese 
army to extend its control over 
Lebanon. The agreement comes 
just weeks after the Syrian army 
entered the country in an attempt 
to put down the rebellion of Chris¬ 
tian General Michel Aoun and bring 
peace to the war-torn nation. 
■Nation. Few incumbents were 
removed from office by Tuesday's 
elections, despite predictions that 
a disgruntled public would take its 
frustrations over the economy and 
other issues out at the polls. In the 
District of Columbia, Sharon Pratt 
Dixon (D) beat Maurice Turner (R) 
in the mayoral race, and Jesse 
Jackson(I) and Rorence Pendleton 
(D) won the two non-voting 
shadow Senate seats. In Rorida, 
incumbent governor Bob Martinez 
(R) lost to Lawton Chiles (D). In 
Texas, Ann Richards (D) pulled off 
a close defeat of Clayton Williams 
(R) in the gubernatorial race. In¬ 
cumbent North Carolina Senator 
Jesse Helms (R) narrowly defeated 
challenger Harvey Gantt (D) to gain 
a fourth term in Congress. In 
Northern Virginia, challenger Jim 
Moran (D) defeated Stan Parris (R), 
a six term incumbent, for the con¬ 
gressional seat in the 8th Congres¬ 
sional District. 
The State Department this week 
fired career diplomat Felix S. Bloch 
for allegedly making "deliberate 
false statements of representation 
to the FBI." Bloch, who served at 
US missions in Austria and East 
Germany, was investigated by the 
FBI last year for possibly spying for 
the Soviet Union. He was, how¬ 
ever, never formally charged. 
The departments of Agriculture 
and Health and Human Services 
released an updated federal nutri¬ 
tion policy this week. The report 
said that Americans should eat 
more fruits, vegetables, and grains, 
and less fats. 
■Cabanatuan, The Philipines. 
The Weekly World News reported 
this week that a middle-aged 
woman named Felina de la Cruz 
gavotnrth to a three pound fish. "It 
has its mother's eyes and my dis¬ 
position," Romeo de la Cruz, the 
fish's father, said. "We treat it like a 
human being." 
Brinkley retires from CW 
Veteran TV journalist discusses campaigns and career-; 
By Martha Slud 
Flat Hat News Editor 
The link between Colonial Wil¬ 
liamsburg and downtown Washing¬ 
ton D.C. may seem somewhat tenu¬ 
ous, but for veteran television jour¬ 
nalist David Brinkley, these two cit¬ 
ies have been two of the most influen¬ 
tial locations in his long career. 
Brinkley is retiring from his posi¬ 
tion as a Colonial Williamsburg Foun¬ 
dation trustee, after serving the board 
for more than 20 years. Speaking to 
reporters at the Williamsburg Inn 
Thursday, Brinkley discussed topics 
ranging from negative political cam¬ 
paigning to his favorite spots in Colo¬ 
nial Williamsburg. 
"I've always admired the place," 
he said of his attraction to Wil¬ 
liamsburg, noting that one of his fa¬ 
vorite spots is the DeWitt Wallace 
Decorative Arts Gallery. "Wherever 
you look, there's nothing ugly." 
When asked about the commer¬ 
cialization of Williamsburg outside 
of the restored area, Brinkley said 
that "there's someotherthingsaround 
here that I wish weren't here." 
Brinkley began his career in 1943 as 
CRs and YDs assess elections 
Groups campaign on election day for local races 
By Elizabeth Shine 
Both Democratic and Republican 
political activists spent election day 
supporting their candidates in activi¬ 
ties ranging from handing out fliers 
to reminding people to mail their 
absentee ballots. 
For the College Republicans, their 
support for first congressional dis¬ 
trict incumbent Herb Bateman paid 
off, as Bateman beat Democrat Andy 
Fox in a close race. 
In a post-election speech, Bateman 
thanked the CRs for their strong in¬ 
volvement in his campaign effort. 
The CRs' activities in support of 
Bateman included an expedition to 
the.Newport News Shipyard at 6am 
to hand out fliers, various trips to 
political rallies to help acquaint vot¬ 
ers with Bateman and his positions, 
and phone calls to encourage regis¬ 
tered voters to vote on election day. 
When asked about Bateman's vic¬ 
tory, CR president Tom Benedetti said 
he was "extremely happy" with both 
the election results and the voter turn¬ 
out. 
"I thought voter turnout was ex¬ 
tremely high, partly because of the 
referendums on the ballot, and partly 
because of the anti-incumbent senti¬ 
ment that voters have been express¬ 
ing recently," Benedetti said. "We 
were pleased with voter turnout in 
this district," Young Democrats Presi¬ 
dent Brad Davis said. "It was good 
for a non-presidential election year." 
Davis said that although Fox lost 
the election, he lost only two percent 
of the votes to Bateman. 
"Considering that Bateman had 
many times the financing of Andy 
Fox, Fox overcame great adversity, 
and almost beat an entrenched in¬ 
cumbent, which proves that he was a 
strong and viable candidate," Davis 
said. 
The Democrats had better luck in 
the 8th District, where Democrat 
James Moran beat incumbent Stan 
Parris. 
"With Moran's victory, the Demo¬ 
cratic Party holds the majority of 
Virginia Congressional seats for the 
first time since 1966," Davis said. 
The YDs sent a delegation of stu¬ 
dents to Northern Virginia on Tues¬ 
day to help the Moran campaign. 
Prior to the trip, the YDs had encour¬ 
aged area Democrats to cast their 
votes by distributing absentee ballots 
to those who would be unable to vote 
in their district. This effort paid off, 
as Moran won the absentee ballot in 
his race. 
Corrections 
In last week's article "Faculty 
members named fellows," Dr. Gary 
Rice, associate professor of chem¬ 
istry, was inadvertently omitted 
and Dr. Rex Kincaid should have 
been titled associate professor of 
mathematics. 
In a list of newly elected SA 
Council representatives which 
appeared in September, Sorority 
Court representative Derika Wells 
was omitted. 
The Flat Hat regrets these errors. 
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"Live Entertainment on Weekends" 
newswriter for NBC's Washington 
D.C. news bureau. Now an interna¬ 
tionally known news correspondent 
for ABC and host of 'This Week with 
David Brinkley," he said that al¬ 
though technology has advanced the 
mechanics of TV news, that "journal¬ 
ism hasn't changed." 
Satellites and videotape have made 
the dissemination of news faster, but 
"we still have to get the facts, and get 
them straight, and tell the truth if you 
know what is," he said. 
Speaking about this week's con¬ 
gressional and gubernatorial elec¬ 
tions, Brinkley said that the "throw 
the rascals out" mood which was sup¬ 
posed to result in the ouster of many 
incumbents did not occur, largely 
"because members of Congress are,' 
able to avoid blame." ' " ^ 
An example of this is the Savings' 
and Loan crisis, which he said Was- 
not as big of an issue as it should hkve' 
been. According to Brinkley, mem-; 
bers of Congress responsible for ther 
crisis "should be sent to jail for crlmi-• 
nal negligence. They have honed and- 
polished it to a high art of taking 
credit and no blame." 
Although Brinkley is retiring freim' 
the Foundation, he will remain &^ 
chairman of the Raleigh Tavern Soci¬ 
ety, another CW association.      •" ■'» 
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Nomination delay holds back Jump! 
By Chris Gaffga 
The same problem that delayed the 
operation of the college's Publication 
Council the past two years has de¬ 
layed the production of Jump! maga¬ 
zine this year. The Publications Coun¬ 
cil is still awaiting the appointment of 
student representatives and cannot 
approve or nominate a replacement 
for Jump! editor Jay Kasberger, who 
resigned earlier this year. 
The administration usually tries to 
select council members the semester 
before they are to serve. Ken Smith, 
associate vice president of student 
affairs,said. This year problems arose 
because nominating a graduate stu¬ 
dent representative takes longer and 
is more difficult than choosing under¬ 
graduates. Smith said. 
The administration had similar 
problems in 1989, when undergradu¬ 
ate representatives were not selected 
until October, and in 1988, when fac¬ 
ulty representatives were appointed 
in December. 
Student members are selected by 
Dean of Student Affairs Sam Sadler, 
who passes his recommendations on 
to the Provost for approval. 
Kasberger left the editorial posi¬ 
tion open when he withdrew from 
school for personal reasons at the 
beginning of the semester. Because 
Kasberger's choice of successor was 
never approved by the council. Jump! 
was denied access to its allocated 
funds. 
Smith said that the council will 
choose an editor for the magazine 
during its first meeting, which is 
scheduled to be held before Thanks¬ 
giving. 
Because there are still staff mem¬ 
bers interested in producing the 
magazinejump! maybe ready as soon 
as three weeks after the council meets, 
according to last year's production 
editor Paul Harrison. 
Harrison, the only applicant for 
Jumpl's editor position, said that since 
the magazine's budget had not been 
cut "it is still possible to put out at 
least three issues this year." 
Established in 1971, The council's 
purpose is to allow College publica¬ 
tions freedom from economic censor¬ 
ship by administering their budgets, 
according to Smith. He added that 
the council also responds to concerns 
about the content of College publica¬ 
tions. 
The council's 12 voting members 
include five students, two faculty 
members, two administrators, and a 
community member. It oversees 
publication of A Gallery of Writing, 
The Advocate, The Colonial Lawyer, 
The Rat Hat, Jump!,The William and 
Mary Review, and WCWM, the 
College's radio station. 
jSew forensics team speaks out 
JByMichele Smith 
j The College's Speech Club and 
pcjiensics Team was issued a perma¬ 
nent charter Wednesday by by the S A 
Council, and became an officially rec¬ 
ognized College organization. 
.' .The organization, headed by presi¬ 
dent David Scott, was formed in re¬ 
sponse to a demand for organized 
public speaking activities other than 
Bebate. 
i 
5
 The organization held its first inter¬ 
est meeting last Tuesday and recorded 
a turnout of 50 students. Thirty of the 
interested students, ranging from 
freshman to seniors, were winners of 
state competitions in high school and 
six were national champions, Scott 
said. 
The organization plans to concen¬ 
trate in three areas of speaking which 
are different from debate: limited 
preparation speaking, platform or 
public speaking, and acting. Scott 
stresses that forensics and debating 
are two different activities. 
'The club has a twofold purpose., 
he said. "The speech club is open to 
everyone and anyone who is inter¬ 
ested in forensics. Within the club, we 
will be holding workshops and in- 
house critiques to help members 
improve speech writing and oratori¬ 
cal skills." 
Scott added that the speech club 
will also put on a "night of perform¬ 
ances'" during which members inter¬ 
ested in acting will perform for the 
student body." 
The forensics team, however, will 
also compete. The competing team 
will be smaller than the club due to the 
financial limitations incurred by trav¬ 
eling to nationwide competitions. 
Although the theater department 
had earlier sponsored a forensics team, 
the new organization is entirely stu¬ 
dent-run. The forensics teacher's 
position had been cut due to budget 
cuts, and it was never refilled.   Ac¬ 
cording to Scott, the demand for this 
club can be witnessed by the great 
number of students trying to enroll in 
public speaking classes and by fresh¬ 
man class statistics, which show that 
40 percent of freshmen were involved 
in forensics and debate in high school. 
The organization is scheduled to 
compete in four tournaments next 
semester. Two of the tournaments 
will be open to all members and the 
remaining two only to senior com¬ 
petitors on the forensics team. "Hard 
work, interest, and preparedness will 
determine who travels to compete," 
Scott said. 
Police Beat 
By Shelley Cunningham 
Flat Hat Asst. News Editor 
■Oct. 27— Four non-students 
were issued trespassing warnings 
in Wren Triangle. 
■Oct. 29— A window of a ve¬ 
hicle parked on Wake Drive was 
broken, causing $150 worth of dam¬ 
age. 
A hit-and-run accident occurred 
in the William and Mary Hall park¬ 
ing lot. The driver's side door of the 
parked vehicle was damaged, but 
no estimate of damages was avail¬ 
able. 
A bicycle was reported stolen 
from Hunt. 
An animal trap worth $40 was 
reported stolen from the Popula¬ 
tion Lab near the Law School. 
A fire alarm in Fauquier was set 
off after a fire extinguisher was 
illegally discharged. 
Annoying phone calls were re¬ 
ported at Preston. 
■Oct. 30— Smoke from a fire¬ 
place set off a fire alarm at the 
Patrick Gait House. 
Annoying phone calls were re¬ 
ported at Tucker. 
Fifty-two dollars was reported 
stolen from an unattended wallet 
at Swem. 
■Oct. 31— A student was trans¬ 
ported to Williamsburg Commu¬ 
nity Hospital for treatment after he 
dislocated his shoulder at the intra¬ 
mural fields. 
A fire alarm was set off after the - 
alarm was vandalized at the Theta 
Delta Chi house. 
■Nov. 2— A window at the 
Population Lab was broken. 
The unauthorized solicitation of 
perfume was reported at Yates. 
A banner draped across an out¬ 
side light caught on fire and set off 
a fire alarm at the Sigma Chi house. 
Obscene phone calls were. re¬ 
ported at Yates. 
Obscene phone calls were re>- 
ported at Chandler. 
■Nov. 3— A fire alarm was set 
off at Madison. 
A wallet containing $8 was re¬ 
ported stolen from Ewell. 
A non-student was charged with 
reckless driving after he pulled into 
a car parked on Brook Street. 
A car parked in Yates Triangle 
was vandalized. 
■Nov. 4— A fraternity banner 
was reported stolen from Lodge 
16. 
The front wheel of a bicycle was 
reported stolen at Preston. 
A wallet containing $150 was 
reported stolen from the Psi Upsi- 
lon house. 
A wallet containing $15 was 
reported stolen from the Theta 
Delta Chi house. 
A wallet containing $50 was 
reported stolen from the Psi Upsi- 
lon house. * * * " 
A car parked on Landrum Drive, 
was vandalized with a sharp ob-*- 
ject. 
SAT changes reflect 
admissions concerns 
By Melissa Preston 
; TheEducationalTestingServicehas 
revised the Scholastic Aptitude Test 
\o include lengthened reading com¬ 
prehension passages and mathemati¬ 
cal problem solving. This will bring 
flight alterations to the College's 
Admissions Board, but no sweeping 
changes in the College's use of the 
test in admissions, according to Dean 
of Admissions Jean Scott. 
J ETS has extended reading compre- 
Jiension passages aimed at testing 
Students' abilities to read critically 
end understand complex material, 
^crapped 25 antonym questions, and 
Altered math problems to eliminate 
, multiple choice answers so that stu- 
,' dents will have to work through 
| problems themselves. 
* The changes are the result of sev- 
»eral years of research by the College 
.. Board and were made to help dispell 
* accusations that the test are biased 
* against women and ethnic minori- 
* ties, Scott said. 
At the College, SAT scores are only 
t one of a number of criteria used for 
' admission. 
Scott said that in the formula for 
- admission to the college, SAT scores 
. are a lesser variable. 'The SAT has 
I never been a perfect vehicle, but 
'added to the student's high school 
* record, it gives an enhanced idea of 
» how the students will perform here," 
£ Scott said. The College's admission 
r board considers a student's high 
* school record the most influential 
i indicator of how well they will do. 
i    The increase in reading passages is 
* welcomed by the College because it is 
'. an indicator of how well the student 
I can understand written material. The 
* faculty often assume that students 
* are skilled in reading comprehension 
! and that a college education will 
', enhance the comprehension. 
>■ The deletion of the antonyms is 
5 viewed ambivalently by the College, 
;; as it was only a method of checking 
H vocabulary, not reading ability. 
The new rule allowing students to 
use calculators on the test is seen as a 
realistic move, Scott said, because 
many professors do allow them to be 
used on tests. 
The changes will not appear on 
tests until 1994, and it will be a few 
years after that before there will be a 
noticeable change in the function of 
the test in admissions. Even then, 
however, Scott does not expect sweep¬ 
ing changes in the College's review¬ 
ing process as the test has not been 
changed automatically. 
'The PSAT has the same revisions, 
but will hopefully put them into ef¬ 
fect a year ahead of the SAT and give 
us an idea of how the changes will 
affect the scores," Scott said. 
"Hopefully, these changes will stop 
some inequalities in the taking of the 
test," Scott said. She cited expensive 
preparation courses which are mostly 
filled with upper middle class white 
males as one source of inequalities. 
'These changes are not enormous, 
but are definitely in the positive di¬ 
rection," she said. "After time allows 
the test to evolve, it may be revised 
again, but these changes are benefi- 
:ial for now." 
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djt DYNASTY JL 
Every Wednesday is W&M Staff and Student 
Day: 12:00-3:00pm 
$3.25 
Sweet and Sour Chicken Wednesday, Nov. 7: 
Wednesday, Nov. 14: 
Wednesday, Nov. 21: 
Wednesday, Nov. 28: 
*hot & spicy 
Sichuan Beef* 
Vegetarian Delight+ 
Hunan Beef* 
Moo Goo Ji Pian 
Vegetable Lo Mein 
Pepper Steak 
Kung Pao Chicken* 
Mixed Vegetables+ 
Beef with Broccoli 
General Zuo's Chicken* 
Vegetable Chow Mein+ 
+vegetarian 
First, select an eggroll (vegetarian or regular) one of our favorite soups 
(wonton, eggdrop, or hot and sour). Then choose from our three entree 
selections or, for one dollar more have a combination of all three. 
220-8888   1621 mchmond Rd. FAX 220-3611 
Mon.,   11/12   Street & James 
excellent harmonies and 
Steve's searing guitar 
Tues., 11/13   Rat Race Choir 
These guys had equipment prob¬ 
lems last time but they're back 
and promise to finish the night. 
Mon.,   11/19   Mike Lille 
our most popular acoustic 
performer this year 
Tues., 11/20   Harbor 
If you heard them this summer, 
you'll be here. If you weren't here, 
ask someone about them.  
10% 
DISCOUNT 
ON ALL 
FOOD ALL 
THE TIME 
with valid   . 
W&M I.D. 
Come try our great new lunch specials. They're priced right and 
prepared by a chef we've stolen from the Queen of England. 
k 
^ffrmrmwrf 
Beethoven's 
a Cq/e-deli 
featuring 
Reubens, Sailors, Beethoven, 
Mozart, Corned Beef, & 
Pastrami. 
Also N.Y. Cheesecake, 
Homemade Soups and 
Lasagna. Our Famous 
French Onion Soup Au 
Gratin (nightly) 
ii jBpfthojmt'H EElSit 
a Cq/e-deli 
Join us and relax with 
good food in a pleasant 
classical music atmosphere. 
467 Marimac Trail (Rt 143) 
open 11 am Sundays nocn 
229-7069 
WIJV 
William & Mary Special ORDER FORM 
(Mail this Order Form with total payment to WIN Labs) 
Date: /  / 
Customer Name: 
Department:_ 
last. first. initial 
Major:  
mm dd year 
Address: Tel: 
Street address. Apt # 
City, State, zip 
Item 
WIN 286-12 SYSTEM*(1) 
  3.5" 1.44MB Floppy or 
  5.25" 1.2MB Floppy 
WIN 386-16 SYSTEM*(2) 
  3.5" 1.44MB Floppy or 
  5.25" 1.2MB Floppy 
WIN 386-25 SYSTEM*(3) 
  3.5" 1.44MB Floppy or 
  5.25" 1.2MB Floppy 
Options: 
1. Add one Floppy Drive 
  3.5" 1.44MB Floppy or 
  5.25" 1.2MB Floppy 
2. Upgrade Memory: 
a. 1M to 2M for 286-12 
b. 2M to 4M for 386-16 
c. 4M to 8M for 386-25 
3. Upgrade Hard Disk to 80M 
4. Math Co-Processors: 
a. for 286-12 
b. for 386-16 
c. for 386-25 
5. Moiise 
6. Internal Modem 
7. Upgrade to 14" Color VGA 
Monitor with Adapter 
Unit Price Qty Total 
$914.00 $ 
$1183.00 $ 
$1519.00 $ 
$85.00 $ 
$55.00 
$119.00 
$238.00 
$142.00 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$156.00 $ 
$267.00 $ 
$307.00 $ 
$30.00 $ 
$90.00 $ 
VA Sales Tax 4.5% 
Win Laboratories, Ltd 
11090 Industrial Drive 
Manassas, Virginia 22010 
(703) 330-1426 
WIN  Labs  provides   the microcomputer 
specials  to William and Mary 
faculty,   staff,   and  students 
* One year warranty from the date of purchasing. This 
warranty covers all repair/replacements (labor and 
parts) at no cost to the buyers. The 
repair/replacement services will ONLY be provided at 
the 'WIN Labs' Manassas facility. This warranty shall 
not apply to maintenance due to the fault or negligence 
of the buyers. 
(1) WIN 286-12 System: 
286-12 MHz; 1M RAM; 40M Hard Disk; 
One (1) 3.5" or 5.25" Floppy; 
2 Serial & 1 Parallel Ports; 
MS-DOS 4.01 Installed; 
Enhanced Keyboard; 
SmallFootPrint Chassis; 
12" Monochrome Monitor; 
One Year Warranty on Labor and Parts 
(2) WIN 386-16 System: 
386SX-16 MHz; 2M RAM; 40M Hard Disk; 
One (1) 3.5" or 5.25" Floppy; 
2 Serial & 1 Parallel Ports; 
MS-DOS 4.01 Installed; 
Enhanced Keyboard; 
SmallFootPrint Chassis; 
12" Monochrome Monitor; 
One Year Warranty on Labor and Parts 
(3) WIN 386-25 System: 
386DX-25 MHz; 4M RAM; 40M Hard Disk; 
One (1) 3.5" or 5.25" Floppy; 
2 Serial & 1 Parallel Ports; 
MS-DOS 4.01 Installed; 
Enhanced Keyboard; 
SmallFootPrint Chassis; 
12" Monochrome Monitor; 
One Year Warranty on Labor and Parts 
# * «
TOTAL:    $ 
Certified Check or Money Order payable to WIN Labs.Ltd. 
^. 
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The chief complaint 
The selection of the College's new Cam¬ 
pus Police chief is a textbook case of 
deja vu. After Edward Bracht turned 
down the same position when it was offered to 
him in September, the same selection committee 
chose Richard McGrew, a candidate that, like 
Bracht, one committee member alleges is now 
working at a job that involves little campus 
police work, but rather overseeing safety and 
security on a college campus. 
Yet there's still little question that McGrew is 
well qualified for the job; all four of the commit¬ 
tee members made it clear that he met all of the 
required criteria. For this reason, it almost seems 
that the best thing to do at this point is to accept 
McGrew as the capabable candidate that he 
probably is and let the rifts thathave scarred the 
[Campus Police this year begin to heal. 
v But when two of the four members of the 
Committee formed to select the new chief clearly 
s£a te that McGrew wasnot their first choice, and 
;bne member goes so far as to call the selection 
process a waste of time and money, it's time to 
stop and look at just how the decision to hire 
McGrew was made. 
In such a heated situation as this one has 
proven to be, and with allegations of sexual and 
racial discrimination flying, a hiring decision as 
controversial as this one must go exactly by the 
book. And when half of the members of a small, 
four-person committee do not agree with the 
group's final decision, it's pretty obvious that 
that hasn't happened. 
Not only does a hiring decision such as this 
make the College look terrible, it also doesn't 
show a lot of respect for the employees who were 
presumably placed on the committee to help 
make the decision. And morale in an already 
divided Campus Police department certainly 
won't improve when one of its officers returns 
and says that her comments about the 
department's future head were ignored by the 
people who chose him. 
In short, the comments made by the members 
of the selection committee are the icing on the 
cake of the entire saga of naming the new cam¬ 
pus police chief—a saga which has made the 
College look insensitive at best and discrimina¬ 
tory at worst. If it's too late to do anything about 
decisions already made, the administration must 
take a good hard look at how they plan to handle 
the process the next time such a highly con¬ 
tested position becomes available. For such a 
situation to happen once is deplorable, but for it 
to happen again would be inexcusable. 
All lines busy 
Clucking chickens aren't the only thing 
that's gone awry with the telecommuni¬ 
cations system. The sound of the busy 
signal often heard when students attempt to 
place long distance phone calls is far more com¬ 
mon and indicative of a far more serious prob¬ 
lem. 
What is so frustrating about the difficulty in 
placing long distance calls, however, is the way 
that the College's Telecommunications office 
has handled the problem. Many students have 
complained that when they call the office to 
report a problem, they are alternately told by 
telecommunications staff that the problem is 
being worked on, that the problem is one the 
office is not aware of, or that there is no problem 
whatsoever. Flat Hat reporters have also been 
told all three of these things over the course of 
the past three months. All the while, it has 
become no easier to place a long distance phone 
call at peak calling hours, and some off-campus 
callers have reported difficulty connecting to 
any number on the telecommunications system 
during these times. 
To be fair to Telecommunications, the blame 
for the problem is not necessarily all theirs. Out¬ 
going calls are routed into trunk lines that 
connect the College's network to outgoing lines, 
if lines are available, and then into the state's 
SCATS long distance network, if lines there are 
available. If they are not, the calls are routed to 
C&P Telephone's regional network. So any prob¬ 
lems with placing long distance calls might be 
the fault of any—or all—of these three systems. 
What is even more irritating, however, is how 
each of these agencies stubbornly passes the 
buck on to the next. The College maintains that 
the SCATS network is overloaded and cannot 
handle the flow of calls. SCATS officials, in turn, 
assert that their network is underused and say 
that the problem must therefore lie in an insuf¬ 
ficient number of trunk lines connecting the 
College's network to SCATS. Then the College 
turns around and says the SCATS officials are 
dead wrong and the system's trunk lines are 
instead underused, neglecting to mention, of 
course, that insufficient trunk lines were their 
scapegoat for similar problems with long dis¬ 
tance service last year. Meanwhile, C&P at¬ 
tempts to keep the middle ground, claiming that 
there are no problems with its own network and 
refusing to speculate about the other two agen¬ 
cies' problems. 
Attempts to shift blame and responsibility 
from one group to another are understandable 
and perhaps inevitable in a bureaucratic envi¬ 
ronment such as state government. But when a 
College official says that the 150 lines that 
SCATS provides aren't enough to do the job, and 
a SCATS official then says that these same 150 
lines are far more than what is needed, it's a sign 
of something more than just passing the buck. 
It's clear proof that two groups that need to work 
together to solve a common problem aren't even 
listening to what the other says. 
Instead of blaming the problems on each other, 
officials from the College's Telecommunications 
office and the state's SCATS network need to get 
together and try to work out a solution. For until 
they do, clucking chickens won't be the only 
types of annoying phone calls they will have to 
deal with—providingthat complaining students 
can even get through, of course. 
Rushing APO 
To the Editor: 
The omission of the first paragraph 
of my letter in the most recent issue of 
The Flat Hat removed all reference to 
the Oct. 26 letter to which I was re¬ 
sponding and made my letter seem to 
be written on a whim. 
Secondly, the title under which it 
was published ("APO rush selective") 
was erroneous and inconsistent with 
the intent of the letter, which was to 
point out that APO's rush and pledg¬ 
ing are open to everyone, but only 
those who successfully complete the 
pledging period are initiated. 
William B. Oppelt 
Class of 1991 
By Mark Toner 
i.i-it 
Tradition has no price tag 
Ah, Homecoming, the annual 
ritual which reaffirms that nothing 
at the College is sacred (or at least 
without a pric e), has come and 
gone again. And like no other year, 
the College has driven this point 
home with its dedication of the 
"new" Walter J. Zable Stadium, 
proving that even the names of 
campus buildings have price tags. 
True, two other buildings on 
campus, the Reves Center and the 
Muscarelle Museum, were named 
after their respective benefactors, 
but what differentiates them from 
Zabel Stadium is that the 
benefactors of these two buildings 
actively contributed to their 
construction and/or rennovation. 
'The stadium was never named," 
a sheepish looking Verkuil said 
during the dedication. True, but 
that's a pretty darned convenient 
loophole. After all, the Wren 
Building was never officially 
named as such, and odds are the 
British architect didn't even design 
it. Does this mean that some 
twenty years (and 20 million 
dollars) down the road, I can get its 
name changed to the Toner 
Memorial Building? After this 
weekend, it doesn't sound 
implausible. 
Granted, such machinations are 
what are to be expected in the big- 
bucks world of university 
fundraising, and the only reason 
why this dedication seems so 
strange is because the College is 
only now receiving individual 
donations large enough to warrant 
such an honor. Were this a private 
school of equal caliber and 
reputation, buildings named after 
benefactors would probably be the 
rule and not the exception. 
But the College is a school that 
prides itself in tradition. And 
though it really needs the money at 
this point, and hasn't done '" 
anything that any other school     '•'" 
would not do by renaming the 
stadium, whenever the College 
turns against its old traditions, we 
must stop and question why—if   -' 
only for a moment. And as those 
planning the Tercentennary know-," - 
tradition itself has quite a nice 
dollar value on it, and anything that 
undermines this sense of antiquity 
might do more harm than good in'  ' 
the long run—even in the world of ' 
fundraising. 
One final thought to ponder, . ...^ 
though: was it coincidence that the ^ 
jacket Verkuil was wearing during •; 
the dedication ceremony was dark ' 
green? | 
Mark Toner is a senior at the College 
and the Editor of The Flat Hat. This 
letter represents his own views, and not 
those of The Flat Hat or other members; 
of the editorial board. 
Give men a little credit 
To the Editor: 
Returning to the College for Home¬ 
coming, I naturally picked up The 
Flat Hat to get a feel for campus 
happenings. As always, I expected to 
read of a campus crisis or contro¬ 
versy. What I discovered, however, 
was upsetting. It seems that Ms. 
Deborah Ventis, professor of psychol¬ 
ogy and coordinator of the new 
women's studies program, has cre¬ 
ated an issue about fraternity rush 
posters and their alleged "obscen¬ 
ity." 
While I agree that certain groups 
should be more tasteful in their de¬ 
pictions of women, I find many of the 
disputed posters to be mild and often 
humorous in comparison to some of 
those sold in the bookstore. 
It seems to me that this issue has 
been forged out of the extremist views 
of one who has dedicated herself to 
the cause of women. What is inherent 
in this issue is not sexual harassment, 
but a selfish and all-too-conservative 
attempt to limit certain organizations' 
freedom of expression and publicity 
techniques. Obscenity is indeed in 
the eyes of the beholder, and, unfor¬ 
tunately, certain organizations have 
offended Ms. Ventis. Sorry! 
Ms. Ventis, however, is underesti¬ 
mating the intelligence of this cam¬ 
pus of students respected so highly 
for just that— intelligence. 
The rough and rugged nature of 
men is normal. The attempts to ap¬ 
peal to other males for rush events is 
normal. Attempts at humor through 
such posters, however crude, are 
normal. What is not normal, how¬ 
ever, is women engrossing them¬ 
selves in such an issue without the 
sense to laugh this off as a fraternity's 
attempt at increased attention and 
humor. 
William and Mary students are 
intelligent enough to know the dif¬ 
ference. Ms. Ventis, please leavethem 
to such judgements. Ms. Ventis fur¬ 
ther argues that "studies have shown 
that men who engage in this type of 
behavior are more likely to be date 
rapists." Again, please, Ms. Ventis, 
give males and their respective or¬ 
ganizations a little more credit than 
that. 
Unfortunately, we, as an imperfect 
species, will not be able to please 
everyone all of the time. The College 
is stressful enough. We need not stress 
about trying to please someone stuck 
in textbook psychology, someoh& 
who has extremist, pro-feminisf 
views, no sense of humor, and no 
respect for the high level of intelli¬ 
gence that William and Mary stu¬ 
dents have. 
Obscenity is not knowing the dif¬ 
ference between humor and sexual 
harassment. Obscenity is narrow- 
mindedness. 
Students subscribing to this point 
of view have to do but one thing: 
avoid Ms. Ventis and her women's 
studies program. As she writes, 
"Anyone wishing to be viewed as [an 
open-minded] person need not at¬ 
tend." 
David L. Futrell 
Class of 1990. 
4- 
Thank you, W&M 
To the Editor: 
On behalf of our 1990 football 
team I want to thank the 
students,alumni, and fans for their 
tremendous support last Satuday 
during our game against Furman. 
The noise level was the highest I 
have ever heard at a William and 
Mary home game. Your enthusi¬ 
asm was definitely a factor in our 
win! 
Jimmye Laycock 
Tribe football head coach 
To the Editor: 
I would like to recognize and 
thank the 51 RAs and the 928 resi¬ 
dents who participated in the 
Combined Virginia Charitable 
Fund-raising campaign by volun¬ 
tarily giving up their dinner on 
Monday. Marriot donated a por¬ 
tion of the money saved from these 
missed meals to the campaign 
which benefits over 100 volunteer 
organizations. 
This was an outstanding and gen¬ 
erous show of support by the 
sutdent body. The RAs did an ex¬ 
ceptional job promoting this event. 
Onbehalfofthe campaigning com¬ 
mittee, I extend our pride and ap¬ 
preciation to these students and to 
Marriott for exemplifying the spirit 
of caring and civic duty that makes" 
a positive difference in the lives of 
the people in our community.    . 
W.Samuel Sadler 
Chair, 1990 Virginia 
Combined Campaign 
The questions of the dissection debate 
To the Editor: 
i 
• I read the Nov. 2 article "Group 
opposes biology dissections," which 
reasonably presented the arguments 
of faculty in favor of dissections. It 
also provided a contact for the Ani¬ 
mal Legal Defense Fund. 
The arguments for hands-on work 
are strong, as well-illustrated by 
Professor Bradley: "Ultimately, they 
[health professionals] must confront 
the living, breathing entity, and they 
may end up causing a lot of suffering 
•if they don't know how to control the 
.situation." 
,' These arguments are, in fact, pow¬ 
erful enough to outweigh arguments 
■about the "poor little (insert animal's 
.name here)." I think of an advertise- 
'ment I've seen, where the supporters 
of animal dissection and research 
•show a little girl whose potentially 
fatal malad y can no w be wholly cured 
as a direct result of animal experi¬ 
mentation—the image of her face ends 
the argument right there. 
Or does it? Is the sentiment "poor 
little froggie" so trivial? I think not. 
Despite all I have written above, 
something's still missing. Perhaps all 
the arguments above might be classi¬ 
fied as "rational" or "masculine," and 
the supposedly weak counter-argu¬ 
ments as "non-rational," "emotional," 
or "feminine." Perhaps, but my inter¬ 
est here is sensitivity to life. 
I took an animal physiology lab, 
the class in which Professor Black 
said that "special care is taken to 
ensure a quick, painless death." I was 
in that lab. I wouldn't watch, but I 
saw the manual guillotine machine. I 
saw Professor Bradley with it and a 
rat at the sink, heard the sound as it 
efficiently operated, saw the blood 
on the device, and used the segment 
of the rat's intestine for the smooth 
muscle experiment. 
I stood over the anesthetized frog 
with a holding pin through each of its 
limbs. I opened its chest, cut its clav¬ 
icle (collarbone) until I could stick my 
bent pin through its heart without 
damaging it too much, drew the liv¬ 
ing, beating heart, still attached to the 
frog, up out of the chest cavity, and 
began the experiment on the cardiac 
muscle. 
Why do the above procedures seem 
to me more than simple instructions, 
why do I feel something? And why, 
why am I part of the majority, why do 
I not object right then and there? 
Much of it is a direct result of group 
psychology. The text (the omnipo¬ 
tent printed word) says to do it, the 
professor (authority figure) says so, 
and everyone does it, so of course I do 
it. Well it's too late for my frog, but 
now I object. 
No, I can't look at that little girl 
mentioned above and say that a frog 
or ape is more valuable than she, but 
I can say that there is something 
wrong with that damned efficient lab. 
Strangely, "efficiency" has always 
been the calling card of the Germans— 
perhaps Nazi Germany should lend 
us warning as to what "efficiency," 
without conscience or emotion, can 
do. 
I conclude nothing—conclusions 
follow wholly scientific arguments, 
and there is more here than the mere 
organisms. Perhaps experimentation 
should continue—in fact, it must if 
humans are to be considered the 
highest animal—but stop for a mo¬ 
ment. And think. And maybe even 
feel. If others mock you for that, then 
it is they who are missing something. 
Daniel A. Shaye 
Class of 1990 
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Critic misses 
point of boycott 
To the Editor: 
I am disgusted by the recent 
rantings and ravings about my advo¬ 
cacy of boycotts to effect change. First, 
the inaccuracy of these letters disgust 
me. While it is true that last semester 
I telephoned advertisers of a publica¬ 
tion that preaches hate and intoler¬ 
ance, it is not true that I refused to 
identify myself. Anyone who knows 
me at all knows that, if nothing else, I 
am outspoken and proud of what I 
have to say. I always clearly identi¬ 
fied myself to these advertisers. Fur¬ 
ther, I made it clear to them that I 
represented no one other than my¬ 
self. 
The second thing that disgusts me 
is the illogical and irrational reac¬ 
tions by those who are obviously 
feeling the effects of my calls. It is 
unquestionably ignorant to maintain 
that these calls prove that I am some¬ 
how intolerant of any group—^includ¬ 
ing fanatics and extremists. When I 
phone a merchant, I am exercising 
my First Amendment right of free 
speech. I firmly believe that anyone 
has the right to print whatever they 
want. But I will not give my money— 
directly or indirectly— to these pub¬ 
lications. By patronizing a merchant 
that advertises in a paper, I am, in 
turn, patronizing that paper. 
The third thing that disgusts me is 
the suggestion that somehow a boy¬ 
cott is an invalid method of exercis¬ 
ing the right to free speech. Boycotts 
are one of the most effective ways of 
communicating beliefs. In the 1950s, 
a boycott of the Montgomery public 
bus transportation in Alabama led to 
the desegregation of that city's bus 
lines. 
The fourth thing that disgusts me 
is how people in this supposedly in¬ 
tellectual community believe every¬ 
thing they see in an opinionated and 
slanted publication that is based on 
the claims of anonymous "infor¬ 
mants," i.e., people who are obvi¬ 
ously dissatisfied withtheirown lives. 
I cannot believe that more people have 
not questioned the accuracy of a bla¬ 
tantly personal attack on someone 
who challenges publishers' funda¬ 
mental ideas. 
The fifth thing that disgusts me is 
that the real hypocrisy can be found 
in that publication. The advertisers I 
called were shocked to learn that their 
advertisements were not in an offi¬ 
cial College paper, as they had been 
led to believe. In fact, most of them 
thanked me for letting them know. If 
that publication has a remnant of 
decency left, it will explain to its 
advertisers exactly what that paper 
stands for. 
The most disgusting thing of all, 
however, is the paper's resort to per¬ 
sonal attacks. While appalling and 
outrageous, I admit to taking pride in 
the fact that people who print such 
hatred and lies have singled me out 
for special treatment. As far as I am 
concerned, if I am doing something 
that upsets them so much that they 
have to invent things and rely on 
informants to attack my credibility, 
then I am doing something right. 
Chris Farris 
Second-year Law Student 
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Responding to Farris 
To the Editor: 
On the behalf of Alternatives, I 
would like to correct some errone¬ 
ous information that has appeared 
in recent issues of campus publica¬ 
tions. 
First of all. Alternatives has nei¬ 
ther implemented nor sanctioned 
any boycott or harassment of 
Remnant advertisers. What Chris 
Farris does on his own time is on 
behalf of himself and he should not 
be looked upon as a representative 
of Alternatives. 
Second, Alternatives is not a "gay 
group", but instead it supports the 
rights of all people to live alterna¬ 
tive lifestyles (gay, bisexual, inter¬ 
racial, celibate, etc.). This is not to 
say that we are not involved with 
gay issues, because we are. 
Kelly deKramer 
Class of 1992 
President, W&M Alternatives 
To the Editor: 
I strongly believe in the freedom 
of speech and in protecting every¬ 
one who exercises this right. 
However, this does not obligate me 
to endorse or encourage all of those 
who exercise this right. 
I believe an individual has the 
right to refer to people of the Jewish 
faith in derogatory terms. I would 
not, however, expect the local 
temple to financially support a 
national lecture tour for this per¬ 
son. Likewise, if I was gay, I 
wouldn't give a student a dollar to 
refer to me as a "faggot." Further¬ 
more, I wouldn't give a dollar to a 
student who would give it to an¬ 
other student who would refer to 
me as a "faggot." 
The same logic applies to my 
partonageof business oranizations. 
My purchases financially support 
their organization. In turn, their 
purchases financially support other 
organizations. If I don't approve of 
the organizations the store sup¬ 
ports, then I have the right, and I 
believe the responsibility, to let that 
organization know why I am dis¬ 
continuing my support and ways 
in which they can rectify the situ¬ 
ation. 
David A. Tavacol 
Class of 1992 
To the Editor: 
Chris Farris' boycott is not an at¬ 
tempt to keep The Remnant from 
voicing theiropinions. Instead, it is 
an attempt to let the advertisers 
know something of which they 
certainly have a right to be in¬ 
formed, that he and many others 
will not give their money to busi¬ 
nesses whose advertising dollars 
support a publication that regu¬ 
larly prints articles that are deroga¬ 
tory towards women, blacks, 
homosexuals, and other minority 
groups. Just because Farris does 
not want to give financial support 
to a paper that prints opinions that 
he does not stand by does not mean 
that he thinks The Remnant should 
not be allowed to print whatever it 
wants. 
Jeffrey Costantino 
Class of 1992 
Column 
merely a 
cheap ad 
To the Editor: 
The editors should be ashamed of 
themselves. In the Homecoming edi¬ 
tion of The Flat Hat, there appeared a 
column written by a staff member, 
that was essentially a political adver-'. 
tisement. Under the cover of describ¬ 
ing why our "nation as a whole could- 
have a reason to celebrate," Mr. 
Tureck precedes to mud-sling two) 
candidates from Northern Virginia 
and North Carolina. 
Is it a coincidence that during the 
weekend which alumni flock from. 
these areas. The Flat Hat chooses to 
do someliberal grandstanding? If The 
Flat Hat wishes to endorse a candi¬ 
date, that is fine. To fill a column with 
selective attacks is to engage in the 
same cheap campaigning Mr. Tureck 
feverently despises. 
Brian D. Smith 
Class of 1994 
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News in Brief 
Committee to 
distribute 
ribbons 
The Student Association 
Council will be promoting an 
anti-prejudice/pro-unityribbon 
week November 12-16. The 
project's purpose is to unify the 
campus against prejudice of all 
kinds, not just black and white, 
said SAC Minority Affairs Com¬ 
mittee chairman David Scotts. 
Students are encouraged to 
wear navy blue ribbons, which 
will be distributed at the Cam¬ 
pus Center, on their clothing to 
support the cause. 
"We want every single stu¬ 
dent, faculty member and ad¬ 
ministrator to wear a ribbon to 
show support for a unified cam¬ 
pus," said Scotts. 
The council is promoting the 
event by working with admini¬ 
stration officials, resident assis¬ 
tants. Circle K Club, sororities, 
and fraternities. Scotts said re¬ 
sponse to the idea has been ex¬ 
cellent. 
—By Michele Smith 
Construction 
to begin 
Work will begin this coming 
week on re-designing the Dawson 
Circle parking area, which will 
create 40 metered spots for faculty 
and staff. 
The move follows recommenda¬ 
tions made last spring by the 
College's committee on parking. 
Chuck Lombardo, director of aux¬ 
iliary services, said. 
Work is scheduled to be done by 
December, when some administra¬ 
tive offices will be relocating to 
Blow Memorial Hall. 
The transfiguration of the lot will 
involve transporting trees closer to 
the building, Lombardo said. 
—Martha Slud 
Zable 
Continued from Page 1  
the Fourth Century, and the Society 
of the Alumni. 
Zable was awarded the Alumni 
Medallion in 1971. 
The Zables, who reside in San 
Diego, are active in that community 
as well, sponsoring a number of local 
government and education efforts. 
Zable was named San Diego's Man of 
the Year in 1975. 
Never officially named, Zable Sta¬ 
dium had been unofficially called 
"Cary Stadium" since its construc¬ 
tion in 1935, taking its name from the 
field. Part of the land donated from 
the farm of Mr. Archibald Cary, Cary 
Field, which will retain its name, is 
the last of a line of fields to hold that 
name. 
The construction of the stadium 
was made possible partially through 
the efforts of the Depression-era 
Public Works Administration. 
Its neo-Georgian style,designed to 
blend in with the campus buildings 
that lie around it, is unique for a 
football stadium in this country. 
"Without sports, I wouldn't have had 
an education." Zable explained that 
tuition was only $75 when heattended 
the College, and said that he realizes 
that things are more difficult for 
today's student-athletes. "I wanted 
to do something to ensure future 
athletes get the same chance I had," 
he said. "It's nice to repay in the way 
that we could, and we hope [the giv¬ 
ing of donations] continues." The 
Zable's gift brings the Campaign's 
total to $92 million. The goal is $150 
million. 
"It's nice that someone who came 
to this school through athletics could 
become a benefactor of academics as 
well," Athletic Director John Randoph 
said. 
Hays Watkins, chairman of the 
Board of Visitors, said that the gift 
"underlines one of the great things 
about William and Mary: that athlet¬ 
ics and academics go hand in hand." 
The Zables have continued their 
leadership with the College through 
service as co-chairs of the Annual 
Fund and as members of the Endow¬ 
ment Association, the national steer¬ 
ing committee of the Campaign for 
Phones 
Continued from Page 1 
Many administrative offices use the 
voice mail system to automatically 
answer calls and provide a menu to 
direct calls in their offices. Accord¬ 
ing to Cory Harris in the Records 
department, the Admissions Office 
uses the voice mail when no one can 
answer the phone to get the names 
and addresses of prospective students 
so that they can then send them appli¬ 
cations. 
Assistant Registrar Tim Callahan 
said that the voice mail system is 
used in his office to answer the phones 
when nobody is available. "[Last 
Friday] no calls came through to my 
telephone, where I do a great deal of 
business," Callanan said. 'Then 
when it came back up, I was inun¬ 
dated by phone calls." 
To correct the problem, the tele- 
comunications office first put out a 
message last Thursday night to de¬ 
lete all messages. When the office 
found out about the chain message 
on Friday, they eliminated the mes¬ 
sage forwarding capability in an ef¬ 
fort to stop users from spreading it. 
Then, to allow administrative offices 
to continue using voice mail, the voice 
mail in residence halls was shut down 
Friday from noon until 5pm. Voice 
mail was then returned to students, 
but the message forwarding capacity 
remains revoked, but was scheduled 
to be restored today. 
The college has the largest student 
voice mail system in the country, 
Robeson said. Due to the recent prob¬ 
lem, the telecomunications office is 
currently looking into expanding the 
system's storage memory. 
'The problem is in the way student 
usage has mushroomed. " he said. 
'There are two issues in trying to 
meet this problem. One is cost and 
the other is what kind of service 
should be provided." 
Chief 
Continued from Page 1 
about McGrew, who she says has not 
been involved directly in campus 
police operations since 1984, having 
since overseen safety and security at 
St. Thomas. 
"I am disappointed that at a time 
when the economy in Virginia is the 
way that it is, we had to go outside 
[the state], when we have had some¬ 
one here that can do the job," Graham 
said, adding that by hiring an out¬ 
sider instead of a current employee 
such as Stone, promotions within the 
department will be largely closed off. 
When asked whether he was satis¬ 
fied with the decision, Williams said 
only that "I think that he will be able 
to do a good job." 
Fotis and Graham, however, each 
commented about Stone's candidacy 
for the position. "I certainly thought 
that she was capable and had a great 
deal to offer," Fotis said. "It certainly 
would have said a lot for the College's 
affirmative action [program]. I'vehad 
a lot of respect for her over the past 
five years." 
"I am really disappointed [with] all 
the money and time that went into 
this search, because we got someone 
who has been out of police work since 
1984," Graham said. 
''I think it a lot of time [was] wasted 
if the committee members' thoughts 
were not to be used in the selection. 
and it was a waste of the taxpayers' 
money," Graham said. "What was 
the use of us being there, if you're not 
going to use the advice?" 
McGrew has a 17-year career in 
police and security service. He has 
served as director of safety and secu¬ 
rity at St. Thomas since 1988. 
He holds a B.S. degree in criminal 
justice and a master's degree in pub¬ 
lic administration from Western 
Michigan University. 
Message 
Continued from Page 1  
individual calls. 'The traffic for stu¬ 
dents on weekends and evenings is 
less than six million minutes," Hudg- 
ins said. Four other state colleges, 
James Madison University, George 
Mason University, Longwood, and 
Virginia Tech, also use the SCATS 
system and have reported no prob¬ 
lems with long-distance calling, ac-' 
cording to Hudgins. 
Hudgins said that even when the 
48 long distance circuits that SCATS 
provides the College are all in use, 
another 100 outgoing calls can be 
rolled over to C&P Telephone's re¬ 
gional service lines. "More than 150 
simultaneous telephone conversa¬ 
tions-are possible," he said. "150 ac¬ 
cess lines are more than enough." 
Robeson, however, denied this. 
'They're real surprised that 150 lines 
isn't enough," he said. "But they don't 
know the way our students make 
calls." 
Hudgins said that a full study of 
long distance use by the College is 
forthcoming. 
'This is the first full semester that 
students have been on SCATS," he 
said. "We haven't been able to do the 
proper traffic studies yet." 
Gene Queen, C&P's Peninsula 
Manager, said that- there have been 
no problems reported with the C&P 
portion of the SCATS network. 
Problems accessing the SCATS 
network and reaching the campus 
exchange from off-campus have been 
linked by telecommunications offi¬ 
cials in the past to the trunk lines 
which connect the College's telecom¬ 
munications network to local and 
long-distance lines. 
Queen said that the trunk lines, 
which are installed and maintained 
by C&P Telephone, are operating 
correctly. "We've checked our sys¬ 
tem out, [and]...there's nothing wrong 
with the tie lines we have provided 
the university," he said. "It's not our 
system." 
Earlier problems with accessing the 
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long distance network were attrib¬ 
uted to an insufficient number of 
trunk lines linking the College to the 
SCATS network. Telecommunica¬ 
tions director Art Brautigam said last 
year. The office responded to these 
problems last year by purchasing 
additional trunk lines. 
"Whether or not [the current prob¬ 
lems are] a problem with the number 
of trunk lines is for the university to 
determine," Queen said. 
Further problems have also 
plagued students calling the DC 
Metropolitan area. Robeson attrib¬ 
uted this problem to C&PTelephone, 
which is in the process of rerouting 
call traffic patterns in that area. "When 
people have these problems, they 
need to report them to us, so we can 
alert the state and C&P." 
In October, only five problems, 
three of which were due to switching 
problems in Northern Virginia, were 
reported to the state by the College, 
according to Hudgins. "When it's a 
problem with the SCATS network, 
it's taken care of in a matter of hours 
or days," he said. 
The Department of Information 
Technology will be working with 
officials at the College to determine 
the source of the problem, according 
to Hudgins. The results will be known 
within a week, he said. 
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Exploring the haunts of CW 
Ghost tours thrill and chill students with tales of horror 
By Stephanie Rose 
Strange tales of brooding ghosts 
and haunted houses have kept a 
"spirited" pa^t alive in Colonial Wil¬ 
liamsburg for years. Unfortunately, 
many of these colorful Williamsburg 
legends have been dismissed as mere 
rumor or attributed to overactive 
imaginations. The Colonial Wil¬ 
liamsburg Foundation denies their 
existence. 
Even so, the stories are intriguing 
and; believe it or not, sometmes actu¬ 
ally scary if told in the right atmos¬ 
phere. 
Junior Kurt Erskine has become 
quite knowledgable about the ghosts 
of Williamsburg and often givesghost 
tours of the town, telling horrific tales 
of accidental deaths, murders, sui¬ 
cides, and the ghosts who remain...or 
were responsible. 
His tour begins with John Turner's 
house, which marked the periphery 
of Williamsburg in the eighteenth 
century. Turner was a strange char¬ 
acter who was convicted of minor 
crimes mostly involving theft until 
he was sentenced todeath and hanged 
for raping a six-year-old girl. His body 
was laid out, and it eventually disap¬ 
peared. 
In 1924, John D. Rockefeller bought 
the site on which Turner's house once 
stood. A new home had been con¬ 
structed since Turner had been killed, 
and six or seven archeologists were 
sent to explore the area, and to exca¬ 
vate. They found several items, in¬ 
cluding a redwood box containing 
the remains of a small, skeleton of a 
hand.. 
That night, while the archeologists 
slept in a tent they had put up in the 
yard, one of the men awoke feeling a 
warm sensation on his leg. Some¬ 
thing was dripping through the tent. 
He walked outside to find one of his 
colleagues impaled on the spike of 
the tent. 
The murder or suicide was never 
resolved, but Erskine said that people 
claim to have seen a man fitting 
Turner's description outside that 
house, late at night, holding the red¬ 
wood box. Upon being seen, he 
giggles...and then disappears. 
The Peyton-Randolph House, 
which is behind the old courthouse, 
is next on the tour. This house has 
seen many suicides and accidental 
deaths. 
Erskine likes to focus on the tale of 
a little boy who lived there with his 
parents in the 1930s. The boy would 
have recurring nightmares from 
which he would wake to see a young 
child sitting on his floor staring at 
him. A large individual would then 
come in and sweep the child up. 
His parents moved the boy out of 
the room in an attempt to stop the 
nocturnal problems, but the vision 
only became clearer in the next room. 
He would see the figure, now defi¬ 
nitely a woman, come in, place a gold 
ring on the finger of the child, and 
then carry her out. The parents, con¬ 
fused and apprehensive, decided 
there was nothing to do but move 
out. 
Three days before they were sup¬ 
posed to leave, however, the father 
heard singing, then screams...and 
then silence. He went upstairs to his 
son's room, but there was no one 
there. 
When he walked over to the win¬ 
dow and looked out, he saw his son's 
By Beth Davis and Sheila Potter 
The night is calling 
at the College 
Darkness falls upon the 
campus. Day is extinguished by 
the long cool fingers of night, and 
it is time for those with nocturnal 
urges to put on their blackest 
overcoat and creep out into the 
unknown. But where can the 
children of darkness play? 
Just add darkness, and this 
campus is full of nooks and 
crannies that beckon adventures 
filled with terror. The fear factor 
here is a result of two things: 
first, that these are spooky places 
only rodents should frequent; 
and second, that if you get caught 
in any one of them you could be 
up the proverbial creek). 
The most common night hide¬ 
out is in the gardens of the 
Governor's Palace. Granted, you 
must have a pretty vivid imagi¬ 
nation for this to be a hair-raising 
experience. Students can, how¬ 
ever, practice their "Get Smart" 
moves slithering over the 
imposing three feet of wall and 
sneaking around the gardens. 
Navigating the maze is an un¬ 
forgettable experience in the 
dark. This is one part of the 
excursion that can be scary, 
especially if you don't know who 
(or what) else is in there. You'll 
be picking boxwood out of your 
hair for days. 
The ducks in there serve as the 
security system of the palace gar¬ 
dens. Step on one, and you'll 
summon every cop within five 
miles. 
When you're caught, you're 
caught by the real police. If you're 
drunk when they catch you, you 
could end up spending a night 
sleeping by the toilet in the drunk 
tank. Don't worry—the inmates 
are friendly. Well, maybe you 
should worry about that. 
Those with a taste for the 
underworld will find the steam 
tunnels in the bowels of Old 
See THRILLS, Page 8 
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crumpled body on the ground below. 
He ran downstairsto discover that his 
son had fallen from the window and 
broken his neck. Upon examining the 
the boy's body, a gold ring was found 
on his finger. 
Although Erskine is not sure 
whether he believes in ghosts and the 
supernatural, he has noticed that 
many of the strange occurences in 
Williamsburg are in places and homes 
which had been disturbed. 
Rockefeller's restorations being one 
example. 
Ghosts and spirits may be souls in 
torment. The infamous ghost of Lady 
Anne Skipwith roams the Wythe 
House and its surrounding gardens 
looking for a red, high-heeled slip¬ 
per. Lady Anne lost the slipper one 
night, running home after being 
publicly humiliated at a ball. When 
her husband got home to find her, her 
body was sprawled at the bottom of 
the stairs. No one knows whether she 
fell or threw herself. 
This is the only part of the tour in 
which Erskine really feels uncomfort¬ 
able. "If there is one weird thing I 
believe in, it's this one," he said. 
"Sometimes I just get a really odd 
sensation." The only other time Er¬ 
skine felt this way was while he was 
working in the Getty House.   One 
morning he came in and saw some 
kind of appartition. "I didn't know 
what it was," Erskine claims, "I'm 
not saying it was a ghost. It was only 
there for around five seconds, and 
then it disappeared. It was probably 
the strangest thing I've ever seen. I 
still can't explain it." 
Another highlight of Erskine's tour 
is a story about an old brickyard by 
the Governor's Palace in which the 
skeletal remains of a teenager were 
found one morning. Somehow, the 
bones ended up in the middle of the 
bricks which were being heated the 
night before. 
Erkine also tells the story of a young 
Indian boy who broke his leg and 
froze to death one night while escap¬ 
ing from the Brafferton. The boy's 
ghost is still said to roam the campus. 
The Wren Chapel and the President's 
House are also supposed to be'' 
haunted. '. 
The tour usually ends at midnight/' 
the witching hour. But before Erskine 
goes, he leaves his listeners with some 
final thoughts. 
"None of this can be proven, if 
that's at all possible in the spirtual 
world," he says. "None of it is fac¬ 
tual. It is all just rumor and hearsay, • 
and it's up to you to choose to believe 
it." •...•.. 
Vaginal orgasms 
Dr. Ruth reveals the truth 
By Matthew Corey 
Flat Hat Staff Writer 
Trinkle Hall's capacity crowd 
crackled with anticipation Tuesday 
night as they awaited the woman with 
the answers. Yes, the Diminutive 
Diva of Doin' It, Dr. Ruth Westheimer, 
had come to William and Mary. 
Nita Phillips, the executive vice 
president of the Student Association, 
distributed blank 3x5 cards for those 
too shy to approach the mike with 
their carnal queries. In what is be¬ 
lieved to be an SA first this year, 
Phillips carried the notecards two 
hundred feet without writing a letter 
of resignation on any of them. 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
Sam Sadler took the podium to intro¬ 
duce the plucky sexoligist and traded 
double and triple entendres with the 
already overheated auidience. He 
described Dr. Ruth as a pioneer in her 
field, and with visions of coonskin 
caps and covered wagons dancing in 
his head, this reporter settled back to 
hear what Dr. Ruth had to say. 
Upon reaching the podium, Wes¬ 
theimer cheerily admitted that she 
was going to speak explicitly and 
graphically, and wondered aloud if 
Trinkle had ever borne witness to 
such languagebefore. With the sharp¬ 
ened sword of sexual literacy, she 
bravely hacked away at the buga¬ 
boos of Victorian ignorance: the sup¬ 
posed evils of masturbation, the inef- 
fectivenessofthewithdrawl method, 
and the "overbearing mother" the¬ 
ory of male homosexuality. 
She dwelled extensively on the 
myth of the vaginal orgasm, and 
explained that five percent of Ameri¬ 
can women are so orgasmic that they 
can climax while seated in an ordi¬ 
nary Trinkle Hall-style chair. Also 
along the lines of amazing gymnastic 
feats was the question of one strap¬ 
ping lad who inquired about "his 
friend's" troubles of seemingly end¬ 
less labors before ejaculatory release. 
Girlish cries of "Can I have your 
number?" rang throughout the room. 
Dr. Ruth, being nobody's fool, was 
quick to acknowledge the invaluable 
efforts of her sexological foremothers 
and fathers, sprinkling her talk liber¬ 
ally with mentions of Masters and 
See DR. RUTH, Page 8  
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Dr. Ruth demonstrates the proper—oh, never mind. 
Laying down the law 
Student ticketers are the bearers of bad news 
By Karen Vajda 
Flat Hat Staff Writer 
Berna Creel/The Flat Hat 
Marlene Fuller, a student ticketer for Parking Services, places a ticket on a student's windshield. 
Starvation? Drug addiction? Thou- 
sands of dollars in debt? What else 
would possess a student to work for 
Parking Services? To discover the 
answer to this question, this reporter 
spent an hour patrolling Common 
Glory Parking lot with Marlene Fuller 
and Dee Johnson, two student tick¬ 
eters. 
Two male and four female students 
work as student ticketers this fall. 
Their salaries start at only $3.85. Many 
students may wonder what type of 
students would choose to work for 
Parking Services, especially as tick¬ 
eters. 
Fuller went to Parking Services to 
buy her decal this September and 
saw that they needed ticketers. "I 
needed a job, so...," she explained, 
denying that she was brainwashed. 
Johnson, a junior, had noticed her 
friend Marlene was enjoying her job. 
and so she decided to give it a try. 
Tuesday was her first day on the job. 
Fuller, a sociology/theater major, 
and Johnson, a psychology major, 
took this reporter on their route from 
2-3pm on Tuesday afternoon. Their 
beat, which they patrol on foot, is 
made up of the campus parking lots, 
which they scour in search of parking 
violators. Ticketers usually work 
alone, but Dee was completing her 
training with Fuller. 
Student ticketers usually work from 
Sam to 9pm. From 9am to 11pm, stu¬ 
dents sometimes issue as many as 45 
tickets an hour. Yet the students thor¬ 
oughly enjoy their jobs. 'Time goes 
by fast," Fuller said. Most students 
drive to a parking space and then 
patrol the lots on foot (So backing 
into a parking space doesn't work.) 
One would think thst student tick¬ 
eters would be harassed by their peers, 
but that is rarely the case. True, 
Fuller's friends couldn't understand 
why she took the job when she first 
started, asking "Why arc you doing 
it?" Most students and faculty mem¬ 
bers, however, never see the student 
ticketers write the tickets. Occasion¬ 
ally, an irate violator will blame the 
ticketer. "Some people think we're 
making up the rules," Fuller said. 
"But some people also say they're 
sorry." 
Student drivers do not always real¬ 
ize that ticketers are not above the 
law. "I've gotten tickets too," Fuller 
said. Another misconception that 
students seem to have is that faculty 
members are not ticketed. Rather, 
faculty parking violation penalties 
equal those of students. 
'The bottom line is that a lot of 
people just don't know the rules." 
Marlene said. "Parking Services is¬ 
sues everyone with a decal a book of 
regulations." 
"Why are there so many people 
who don't know the rules?" sheasked. 
"We wouldn't have a job if people 
knew the rules. We wouldn't be 
needed." 
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Dr. Ruth 
Continued from Page 7  
Johnson, Kinsey, and Freud. Along 
with careful research, she stressed 
laughter as the key to imparting of 
sexual knowledge. 
"A lesson taught with humor is a 
lesson retained," she said, quoting 
the Talmud, a work that admittedly 
does not mention vaginal orgasms, 
but that Dr. Ruth still finds inspira¬ 
tional. 
The evening's low point came when 
SA President Mark Bloom grabbed 
the mike and shot rapid-fire ques¬ 
tions at the good doctor. It would 
appear that Bloom exercised some 
good-natured presidential censor¬ 
ship, because the chosen questions 
were tame enough to make Jane 
Austen look like Hustler. 
Dr. Ruth seemed slightly amused 
by Bloom's obvious discomfort with 
the topic at hand, but performed 
heroically. With Bloom's mumbled 
delivery and Dr. Ruth's giggly puck- 
ishness, the whole thing played like a 
remake of The Graduate starring Judd 
Nelson and an aging Smurfette. 
After the talk, a weary Dr. Ruth 
signed untold tens of autographs. She 
graciously declined to write, 'The 
vaginal orgasm is a myth," in one 
budding young feminist's autograph 
book. 
Still, she managed to satisfy all com¬ 
ers (so to speak), who each trium¬ 
phantly took home with him or her a 
sparkling momento of the thrilling 
evening. 
'?■> I 
PLEASE, Don't Pollute 
NAVY 
ENGINEERING 
AN INVESTMENT 
IN YOUR FUTURE 
Student Benefits 
• Earn $13,800 a year for up to two 
years while still a student to use any way 
you choose 
• Additional $4,000 bonus paid when 
you enter program 
• No drills, uniforms or summer 
obligations while in school 
Training After College 
• 16 weeks at Officer Candidate School 
and commissioning as a Navy officer 
• Six months of graduate level 
engineering education in Orlando, 
Florida 
• Six months of hands-on engineering 
training at a prototype trainer in Idaho, 
New York or Connecticut 
The Navy Engineer 
• Starting pay of up to $27,000 with 
potential increases to more than 
$55,000 after five years 
• Continued professional growth and 
an opportunity for Navy paid graduate 
school 
• Opportunity for world travel 
• Outstanding marketability 
Math, physics and 
chemistry majors with at least a 3.0 CPA 
and having completed one year of 
calculus and one year of calculus-based 
physics are eligible. We are convinced 
this is the THE BEST PROFESSIONAL 
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITY 
AVAIIABLE TO A COLLEGE 
STUDENT TODAY. 
For more information with no obligation.. 
Call 1-800-533-1657. 
NAVY OFFICER SS Z£££Z£. 
VANASPATI We three 
Thrills 
Continued from Page 7 
Campus irresistible. Wear your 
roommate's clothes. Black may not be 
the best color for this caper, as it will 
show dust. And yes, that's asbestos 
dust, so scratch any plans for normal 
offspring. Dieting might be necessary 
to squeeze in and out of the pipes. 
The flora and fauna of the steam 
tunnels includes such fun species as 
cockroaches you could lambada with, 
and rats who aren't nearly as friendly 
as Stuart Little. If they could drive, 
they'd run you over. 
The steam tunnels tend to inspire 
the image of hell. The heat is unbear¬ 
able, and all signs of civilization are 
sitting right over your head. Relax— 
the buildings up there may weigh 
thousands of tons, but they haven't 
crashed into the labyrinth underneath 
them yet. Of course, they are 300 years 
old now... 
Exploring the steam tunnels won't 
get you five to ten, but you could get 
expelled. (Although it might be worth 
it, just to see the police officers 
galumphing their way through the 
narrow tunnels.) The tunnels also 
promise thrilling brushes with death, 
as the pipes periodically vomit 
scalding steam. So if you're tired of 
playing at adventure with your D&D 
buddies, head for the closest manhole 
(sorry, personhole) and bring a 
flashlight. 
Those who snack on danger and 
dine on death may consider these 
quests to be small potatoes. Next 
week, we'll explore the chilling 
possibilities off campus. 
Dolt 
Every Week, 
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Features Calendar 
Today 
November 9 
Sunday 
November 11 
Wednesday 
November 14 
NO! IT'S NOT TIME TO START 
SHOPPING FOR CHRISTMAS 
PRESENTS YET! IT CAN'T BE! 
And yet W&M Hall is hosting a 
Christmas Craft Show from 10am 
to 9pm through Sunday. Admis¬ 
sion to the show is $3.50. 
SEAN CONNERY, WITH AND 
WITHOUT BABES. The SA Film 
Series is showing Hunt for Red Oc¬ 
tober at 7pm, and Goldfinger at 9:30 
in Trinkle Hall. Admission is $3, or 
free with a pass. 
WE THINK IT'S ONE OFTHOSE 
PEOPLES FILM DEALS. The DOG 
Street theater is showing two 
movies for the price of just one. 
Pump Up the Volume (Christian 
Slater!) is showing at 7pm, and 
House Party is showing at 9pm. Both 
movies are playing tonight and 
tomorrow. 
FRIDAY NIGHT IN EXCITING 
DOWNTOWN NORFOLK! The 
Virginia Symphony is playing 
Faure's "Pelleas et M61isande," 
Stravinsky's "Firebird," and 
Mozart's "Piano Concerto No. 23" 
in Chrysler Hall in Norfolk at 
8:30pm. They have another concert 
at 8:30pm on Saturday night, and 
again at 3pm on Sunday. 
Saturday 
November 10 
WE AREN'T MUCH HELP 
HERE. We can tell you that the 
Rent-a-Rower fundraiser is from 
• 9am to noon, and 1 to 4pm, but we 
don't know any details. Sorry. 
SWEATING FOR CHARITY. 
; Alpha Chi Omega is sponsoring a 
• ibike-a-thon for cystic fibrosis in 
Zable Stadium. 
THERE'S A TEAR IN OUR 
BEER. Saturday is the traditional 
• ;day for home games, and yet there 
'are no sports events this week. 
We're just crushed. If you're abso- 
; lutclydesperateforsports, the Tribe 
is playing JMU in Harrisonburg. 
NOTHING WITH CARY 
'
:
 GRANT COULD BE THAT AW¬ 
FUL. The W&M Film Society is 
showing The Awful Truth, with 
Cary Grant and Irene Dunne, at 
7:30pm in Millington Auditorium. 
Admission is $2, or free with a pass. 
LET'S HEAR IT FOR THOSE 
MENANDWOMENWHOHAVE 
SPENT THEIR LIVES HELPING 
LITTLE ANIM— No, wait. That's 
Veterans Day. Nevermind. 
HOW'BOUT THEM WOODEN 
TEETH? Richard Carter is giving a 
lecture on "George Washington the 
Civilian" in the first-floor moral 
philosophy room in the Wrenbuild- 
ing. To make reservations, call the 
Office of Special Programs. 
IF YOU'RE 1NTHE MOOD FOR 
A WACKY SCREWBALL FARCE, 
don't sec Do the Right Thing at the 
DOC Street theater at 7 and 9:30pm 
today through Tuesday. 
DOES "DONALD TRUMP" 
TRANSLATE TO KOREAN? The 
Korean Film Series is showingTte 
Age of Success, a movie that exam¬ 
ines the downfall of one man whose 
ambition took over. It'sin Botetourt, 
and it's free. 
A SHAMELESS RIP-OFF OF 
THIS WEEK'S FILM SOCIETY 
MOVIE. No,no, we're sure that The 
Unbelievable Truth is a fine film. 
Even if it's not, it's at DOG Street 
today and tomorrow at 7 and 9pm. 
BLOW OFF HOMEWORK and 
go see the East CoastComedy 
Showcase in Trinkle Hall at 8pm. It 
features the College's own Patton 
Oswalt, and some other funny 
people. Admission is $3 at the door. 
SPEAKING OF VERY FUNNY 
PEOPLE... IT is having a show at 
10pm, either in Sorority Court or 
Brown, depending on the weather. 
Thursday 
November 15 
Monday 
November 12 
KIND OF RACY FOR A FILM 
SERIES, NO? The Korean Film Se¬ 
ries is presenting Adada, the story 
of a young woman's life and her 
"paranoia inseminated by her for¬ 
mer husband's lust for money." 
FOR ARCHITECTURE BUFFS. 
Jacqueline Mattfield is holding a 
seminar called 'The Crystal Ceil¬ 
ing in the Ivory Tower," about fe¬ 
male professors. The seminar is in 
Swem, in the Friends Room. 
COLONIAL STUDENT SUP¬ 
PLIES. The Williamsburg Players 
are prsenting Bell, Book, and Candle 
every Thursday through Saturday 
until Dec. 15 in the James-York 
Playhouse. 
A THEATER KIND OF NIGHT. 
Those who want to stay on campus 
for their movies can see the 
mainstage production of A Lie of the 
Mind in PBK. Sam Shepard's play 
"probes the fine line between san¬ 
ity and madness," making it a good 
play for these pre-exam days. 
Tuesday 
November 13 
All Week. 
WHEN? WHERE? WHY? The 
College Bowl competition is today 
and Thursday. No one seems to 
knowany informationbeyond that, 
so you're on your own. 
CHOKING ON THESE AFRI¬ 
CAN LECTURE SERIES. There is 
another speech in the series at 4pm 
in the Dodge Room in PBK. 
AS, USUAL, LESS THAN AN 
INCH FOR A MILLION EXHIB¬ 
ITS. So let's concentrate on the in¬ 
teresting one. It's in Norfolk, yes, 
but the Frank Lloyd Wright ex¬ 
hibit at the Chrysler Museum has 
got to be worth a drive. It opens 
this Sunday. By the way, you'll 
have to wait one more week for 
those prosate problems. 
—Compiled by Sheila Potter 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
PIZZAIPIZZA! 
PANIPAN!" 
BABY PANIPAN! " 
CAESARS 
SANDWICHES® 
CRAZY BREAD 
CRAZY SAUCE® 
SALADS 
SOFT DRINKS 
AND A WHOLE 
LOT MORE! 
WILLIAMSBURG 
RT. 60 & OLD TOWN RD. 
565-0219 
WILLIAMSBURG 
199 & RTE. 5 
220-9008 
Little Caesars^mzza! Pizza! 
TWo gteat pizzas! One low price: Always Always. 
^ 1990 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc. 
VALUABLE COUPON 
2 Medium Pizzas 
With Any Seasoned Crust 
8 select toppings $8.88 
PLUS TAX WHERE APPLICABLE 
L--- 
"Italian Sausage *Mushroom*Pepperoni* 
Green Pepper'Ham 
'Ground Beef*Onion*Bacon 
little Cacsais 
VALUABLE COUPON 
TWO LARGE CHEESE 
PIZZAS $9.99 
®1990 Little Ca€var Enterprises, Inc. 
VALUABLE COUPON I 
-IPPQC:   ■ I 
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Little Caesars J 
PLUS TAX 
YOUR CHOICE: 
*ONE OF EACH! *PAN! PAN! 
*P1ZZA! PIZZA! 
Valid only with coupon at participating Little Caesars. 
'Toppings to choose from include pepperoni, mushrooms, 
onions, ham, ground beet, bacon, green peppers and 
anchovies.  Excludes extra cheese. 
Expires 10/31/90 
From Bond to Ramius 
Campus movies trace Connery's career 
Goldfinger 
As much as one hates to sound 
cliched, Guy Hamilton's Goldfinger is 
one of those films that makes the 
viewer wonder "How come they 
don't make 'em like they used to?" 
While not the best of the Bond films, 
the third episode in the now-legen¬ 
dary adventures of secret agent James 
Bond, is definitely one of his more 
memorable escapades. It also pres¬ 
ents the hands-down winner in the 
search for the greatest Bond villain 
ever. 
In this film, we're not dealing with 
some ridiculously unbelievable lu¬ 
natic out to destroy the entire world, 
like many Bond films, but merely a 
malicious businessman out to make 
millions at the expense of innocent 
people. 
In the film's plot, multi-millionaire 
Auric Goldfinger is one of the world's 
greatest entrepreneurs, yet the Brit¬ 
ish government suspects him of gold 
smuggling in such quantities as to 
endanger the country's economy. 
Bond is assigned the seemingly rou¬ 
tine task of attempting to prove that 
Goldfinger'sinternationalgold trans¬ 
fers are done illegally. En route, he 
encounters the requisite beautiful 
women, including Goldfinger's per¬ 
sonal pilot Pussy Galore (yes, you did 
read that correctly); a truly deadly 
plot against Fort Knox, with a myste¬ 
rious twist not revealed until close to 
the film's climactic conflict; and 
Goldfinger's mysterious bodyguard/ 
assassin, an invulnerable mute Ko¬ 
rean with a razor-edged hat named 
Odd Job, probably the film's second 
most memorable character. 
The most memorable character, of 
course, is Goldfinger himself. As 
portrayed by the late German actor 
Gcrt Frobe, he is easily the most dia¬ 
bolical of all the Bond villains. His 
delivery is perfect, combining an 
imposing sense of dread with the 
perfect touch of light amusement. 
Sean Connery's performance as 
Bondisasadmirableasever,although 
it is not really equal to his later work— 
it is interesting to see how he has pro¬ 
gressed from a good action player in 
his early films to a brilliant dramatic 
actor in such filpis as The Untouch¬ 
ables and The Hunt for Red October. 
Campus 
Movies 
Still, it remains obvious in this film 
exactly why Connery is hailed as the 
one true Bond. 
Reming's notorious male chauvin¬ 
ism shows through, but this is really 
a minor consideration when com¬ 
pared with the film's overall impact. 
The colors are bright, the locations 
are exotic, the villains are larger than 
life, and Bond is indeed invincible. 
Frankly, it's great to see it played this 
way. 
Hunt for Red October 
What happens when you take one 
of the best-selling novels of the last 
ten years, one of the biggest stars in 
motion picture history, and one of the 
hot test new directors in the business? 
Simple—an action-picture classic 
before it's even a year old: John 
McTiernan's The Hunt for Red October. 
The plot is relatively simple, and 
can be summed up rather easily: a 
highly-respected Soviet submarine 
commander wishes to defect to the 
United States, bringing with him the 
Red October, a virtually sonar-invis¬ 
ible nuclear missile submarine. The 
Soviet navy is trying desperately to 
find and sink him, and at the same 
time, the Americans are trying to find 
a way to grab and hang on to the sub 
without causing an international in¬ 
cident. 
Perhaps to correct the problem of 
timeliness, the film takes place in 1984, 
shortly before Gorbachev came to 
power, and includes apre-crcditblurb 
to the effect that both Soviet and 
American governments have gone to 
great lengths to deny that the events 
of the film ever occurred. Although 
the decision to date the film such has 
come under some criticism, it actu¬ 
ally works very well—with knowl¬ 
edge of the events to come, the film 
takes on an ominous new meaning, 
showing how close the world could 
have come to missing the current state 
of international relations. 
Several decisions contribute to the 
film's overall success. The adapta¬ 
tion of Clancy's novel for the screen 
by Larry Ferguson and Donald Ste¬ 
wart manages to cover the mosit 
important elements of the story, while 
condensing the others so that thb 
complex story comes together ac¬ 
ceptably on screen. Granted, this is 
not done perfectly but given the con¬ 
straints of the film's slightly-ovcr- 
two-hour time frame, this complaint 
is a minor one. 
McTiernan was the perfect direc¬ 
tor for this movie. Hekceps the action 
moving swiftly throughout the entire 
film and made a wise decision to 
move away from subtitles for the 
Russians' speech, except when the 
language barrier becomes an issue at 
the end. McTiernan's choices for shot s 
in the underwater scenes are particu¬ 
larly impressive, even though these 
shots do suffer slightly from lack of 
lighting. 
Probably the greatest triumph of 
the film, however, lies in the casting. 
Sean Connery plays Ramius, arid 
quickly became the film's biggeist 
draw. Alec Bald win of Beet lejuice and 
Miami Blues, as American intelligence 
man Jack Ryan, is equally impres¬ 
sive, and gives promise to the film's 
upcoming sequel. Patriot Games, due 
to start filming next year. 
Notable performances are given by 
the supporting cast as well, especially 
Scott Glenn as American sub com¬ 
mander Bart Mancuso, Jeffrey Jones 
as SkipTyler, and, veteran actor James 
Earl Jones as Admiral James Greer. 
This film is not a contender for the 
title of Best Action Film Ever Made, 
but it deserves at least an honorable 
mention. It's one of those films which 
has received legitimate cries of "the 
novel was better"; the novel gives a 
fuller perspective of the events. Still, 
the film deserves to be seen and re-. 
membered as a truly admirable ac¬ 
complishment. In short, don't miss it. 
—By William R. Coughlan 
How far can you go 
ifyoubuyanIBMPS/2 
before December 31? 
Anywhere from 
coast to coast for only $149. 
^1990 little Caesar Enterprises, Inc 
■ VALUABLE COUPON 
IWchaso an IBM Personal System/2® before the end 
of the year* and receive: 
• TWA® Certificate good for a round-trip ticket 
for $149 off-peak and $249 peak season** 
• Free TWA Getaway® Student Discount Card 
• Special offering on PRODIGY® 
Use your TWA Certificate to travel to any TWA 
destination in the continental U.S. or Puerto Rico. 
Go home' for the holidays. Visit a friend across the 
country. Or just get away. 
Apply for a free TWA Getaway Student Dis¬ 
count Card to receive a 10" J diocount on future TWA 
travel. TWA has waived the annual application fee. 
Tap into a wide world of information with the 
PRODIGY service. For only $99, you receive the 
PRODIGY Start-up Kit, a 2400 bps Hayes® Personal 
Modem, a software connection package, and three 
months of service. 
So buy an IBM PS/2® before 
December 31,1990... there's never 
been a better time to get going 
with a PS/2. 
Model 30/286 $1799 
Model 55SX $2349 
IBM Proprinter III $349 
IBM Proprinter X24E ...$499 
CONTACT CHRIS DeBUSK 
221-5889 ?iic 
* This offer is available only lo qualified students, faculty, staff and institutions that purchase IBM Selected Academic Solutions through participating campus locations from August 1 , 
through Decembe i 31,1990 Orders are subject to availability Prices are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the offer al any time without written notice. "Valid for any TWA 
destination in the continental US or Puerto Rico for travel September 16,1990, through December 19.1991, al the following round-trip airfares $149 00 round-trip for travel from 
September t6,1990, through June 14,1991, and September 16.1991, through December 19,1991 $249.00 roundtnp for Iravel June 15.1991, through September 15,1991. Seats are   [ 
limited Fare is non refundable. 14 day advance purchase, blackout dates and certain other restrictions apply. Complete details will be shown on certificate Applicants for the dis¬ 
count card must be full time students between the ages of 10-26 "IBM. Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. 
TWA is a registafori service mark of Trans World Airlines, Inc TWA Getaway is a registered trademark of Trans World Airlines. Inc. PRODIGY is a registered service mark and trademark 
of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears. Hayes is a registered trademark of Haves Microcomputer Products, Inc ■- IBM Corpoifition 1990 
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Briefs 
Campus Briefs 
' Briefs, classified ads and person¬ 
als must be submitted to The Flat 
Hat office by 8pm Tuesday. All sub¬ 
missions must be typed double- 
spaced and mustinclude the author's 
name and telephone number. Late 
or untyped submissions will not be 
printed. 
** Classifieds must be pre-paid at 
the rate of 150 per word. 
*." Briefs should be as short as pos¬ 
sible and should include a title. 
Campus briefs are for non-profit 
groups and information only. Briefs 
will be edited as necessary and be 
printed as space allows. 
Volunteers Needed 
Volunteers needed for non-profit child 
care center. Anyone interested in work¬ 
ing with young children 6 weeks to 5 years 
of age at CDR First Steps Child Care Center, 
located at 1490 Government Rd., Wil¬ 
liamsburg, please call Maggie, Cheryl, or 
Usa at 898-0171. 
.,-, Mock Interviews 
The Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. 
will sponsor mock in tervie ws Sunday from 
12pm to 4pm at the Delta Sigma Theta 
house on Richmond Road. We urge all 
juniors and seniors to participate. 24 inter¬ 
view slots are available on a "first come, 
first served" basis. If you would like to 
participate, please bring your resume to 
the House to schedule your interview and 
to receive pertinent information or call 
3(14736. 
SF and Fantasy 
The Science Fiction and Fantasy Qub 
meets at 7pm Thursdays in CC rooms 
A&B. Come join us. 
NOVA Shuttle 
The SA will be running a NOVA shuttle 
to Huntington Station Wednesday, Nov. 
21. The shuttle will leave at 3:30pm from 
PBK Hall. The return trip will be made 
from NOVA Sunday, Nov. 25, at 7pm. 
Tickets are $16 one way, $25 round trip. 
Please direct inquiries to the SA office at 
X13302. 
White House Fellows        Minority Program NRC Associateships 
The Office of Career Services has re¬ 
ceived brochures and applications to be 
used in applying for the White House 
Fellowships. This program is a highly 
competitive opportunity to serveand learn 
about the Federal Government from a 
unique perspective. For one year, the 11 to 
19 individuals who are selected as White 
House Fellows become full-time Sched¬ 
ule A employees of the Federal Govern¬ 
ment and are assigned as special assis¬ 
tants in the Executive Office of the Presi¬ 
dent, the Office of the Vice-President, or to 
a Cabinet Member. Applications must be 
postmarked by Dec. 15 and may be ob¬ 
tained from the receptionist in the Office 
of Career Services, Morton 141. 
Toys for Charity 
Chi Omega is sponsoring a sale of Dis¬ 
covery Toys to benefit the Avalon Shelter 
for battered women. Toys will be on 
display at the Chi Omega House in soror¬ 
ity court Thursday from 11am to 6pm. 
Toys ordered at this time will be in on time 
for Christmas (second week of Dec). AU 
proceeds go to Avalon. Get your Christ¬ 
mas shopping done early and help raise 
money for a good cause. 
WCWM 
There will be a general staff meeting for 
all WCWM personnel Sunday at 7:30pm. 
All WCWM staff members are expected to 
be present. If you are unable to attend, 
please call Alison at 221-5746 with your 
excuse. 
WCWM Band Night 
WCWM will be having a band night 
Nov. 17 from 9pm to lam in the CC Little 
Theater. The Shams, a trio fromNew York 
City, will be opening for none other than 
Yo La Tengo, whose most recent album, 
Fakebook, has been successful on the col¬ 
lege charts. Beer will be 25 cents with 
POA. Come on out for an evening of live 
entertainment. 
Thanksgiving Service 
Ifstimetofocusongivingthanks. Come 
with a friend to the interfaith Thanksgiv¬ 
ing service Sunday, Nov. 18, at Bruton 
Parish on DOG St. Music will begin at 
6pm, followed by the service at 6:30pm. 
All are welcome to a buffet meal at the 
Parish House afterwards. A collection of 
monetary and non-perishable food gifts 
will betaken. Formoreinformaiton, please 
con tact Vince Indelicate, 221-4298 or Susan 
Brown, 221-5722. 
Paid Advertisements 
Wanted 
Substitute teachers/aides needed 
at CDR First Steps Child Care Cen¬ 
ter- serving children 6 weeks to 5 
years- to work full or part days at 
$4.15 an hour. Please call Maggie, 
Cheryl, or Usa at 898-0171. 
Dancers, Female, part-time, flex¬ 
ible hours, evenings or weekends, 
$15 per hour plus mega tips, bikini 
type costumes and no nudity, 2 loca¬ 
tions and worth the drive. If you 
' have a great shape and good looks 
please call 595-8989 or 728-0192. 
Sales Associate Part-Time- Liz 
Claiborne, Inc. is seeking dedicated 
retail professionals to work part-time 
flexible schedules, including week¬ 
ends and evenings, in our exdting 
OutletStore located in Williamsburg, 
Virginia. We offer excellent starting 
salaries and for employees who meet 
eligibility requirements, we offer an 
attractive benefits package, includ¬ 
ing health/life insurance; dental/ 
optical plan; generous clothing dis¬ 
count; tuition reimbursement; vaca¬ 
tion, sick and personal days; career 
advancement opportunities; bonus 
eligibility; savings plan;profit shar¬ 
ing; long and short term disability. 
To learn more about these exciting 
opportunities, apply in person be¬ 
tween 10am-5pm, Monday-Saturday 
or call for an appointment: (804) 565- 
3559. Liz Claiborne Outlet Store, 
5699 Richmond Road, Williamsburg, 
Virginia 23185. An Equal Opportu¬ 
nity Employer. 
Looking for a fraternity, sorority, 
or student organization that would 
like to make $500-$1000 for a one 
week on-campus marketing project. 
Must be organized and hardwork¬ 
ing. Call Jenny or Kevin at (800) 592- 
2121. 
Fast fundraising program- $1000 
in just one week. Earn up to $1000 for 
your campus organization. Plus a 
chance at $5000 more! No invest¬ 
ment needed. Call 1-800-932-0528 
Ext. 50. 
Adoption: Loving, successful 
professional seeks to adopt infant. 
Can help with medical, legal costs. I 
can make this difficult time easier for 
you. Call Elaine coUect (703) 280- 
9674. 
Adoption: Professional couple, 
havepreviouslyadopted. Financially 
secure, mother at home, will give 
excellent education, fun, values. 
Confidential. Legal, medical paid. 
Carol and Peter. 1-703-684-2979. 
Dog in need of immediate home. 
Rufus, a 9-year-old tan Lhasa Apso, 
is friendly, outgoing, and absolutely 
adorable! Please caU Bill at 220-8263 
if interested. 
Free Spring Break Trips to stu¬ 
dents or student organizations pro¬ 
moting our Spring Break Packages. 
Good Pay & Fun. CallCMI. 1-800- 
423-5264. 
Services 
Wake N' Bake!! Spring break in 
Jamaica/Cancun from $429.00!! 
Organize group travel free!! Early 
birds get free T-shirt! 1-800426-7710. 
Travel Sales Representative 
Wanted: outgoing, aggressive, self- 
motivated individuals or groups to 
market Winter and Spring Break trips 
on campus. For more information 
call Student travel Services at 1-800 
648-4849. 
Word processing services... Call 
220-0750. 
Resume Service- Assistance from 
start to finish. HP LaserJet Hi-res 
printing. Will type term, research 
papers. Quality service. Call DATA 
PRO PLUS at 220-0010. 
Personals 
Taruna! Happy 21st Birthday! 
Love, The Suitemates. 
Congratulations April! You've got 
me forever now, kiddo. Hook, line 
and sinker. The whole ball of wax 
(just what does a ball of wax look like 
anyway?). All I want to do for the 
rest of my life is to make you happy. 
You mean more to me than anything 
else (even my CAR- gasp!). Remem¬ 
ber: I love you bunches like bananas, 
I love you bunches like grapes and I 
love you bunches like asparagus 
(asparagus?). Your fiance, Snookie- 
lumps, a.k.a. Bruce. 
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Congratulations Delta Gamma 
and Sigma Pi for first place Home¬ 
coming float! You guys are awe¬ 
some! 
The National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases of the National Insti¬ 
tutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland, is 
sponsoring a program for minority stu¬ 
dents interested in pursuing careers in the 
field of biochemistry. Students who are 
currently juniors, seniors, or first-year 
graduate students will have the opportu¬ 
nity to participate in a 3 day series of 
lectures, interviews, and a tour of the 
renewed NIH Clinical Center, the world's 
largest biomedical research facility. Par¬ 
ticipants, who are provided per diem and 
round trip tickets to the Bethesda campus, 
will also have the opportunity to apply for 
summer positions in the NIAID Division 
of Intramural Research. Approximately 
55 students will be selected for the Feb. 10- 
15,1991 program. Students with a 3.0 or 
better GPA must be recommended by 
deans and faculty. The application dead¬ 
line is Nov. 16. More information can be 
obtained at the Office of Career Services 
and in the Internship notebook in the 
Career Library. 
Teleconference 
"Effective Approaches to Campus Se¬ 
curity," a live-interactive teleconference, 
will be offered Thursday from 2pm to 
4:30pm in the Dodge Room of PBK Hall. 
Members of the College community are 
cordially invited to attend. The telecon¬ 
ference is free, but please register in ad¬ 
vance by calling the Office of the Dean of 
Students, 221-2510. The teleconference is 
sponsored by the Division of Student 
' Affairs, NASPA, NUTN, and Oklahoma 
State University. 
One Year Leases 
Students who are currently in college 
housing should remember that the con¬ 
tract signed obligates them to a full aca¬ 
demic year in housing as long as they 
remain enrolled. The only exception to 
this is if a student gets married. Applica¬ 
tions to apply to be released from the 
housing contract will be available Dec. 3 
in the Office of Residence Life, 206 James 
Blair Hall. Completion of the application 
in no way indicates release from obliga¬ 
tion to pay second semester rent. Only if 
the occupancy level of housing for spring 
semester is equal to or greater than the 
occupancy level at the beginning of the 
year will any student be released. For 
Questions, contact the Office of Residence 
Life. 
The National Research Council an¬ 
nounces the 1991 Resident, Cooperative, 
and Postdoctoral Research Associateship 
Programs for research in the sciences and 
engineering to be conducted on behalf of 
30 federal agencies or research institu¬ 
tions whose 115 participating research 
laboratories are located throughout the 
U.S. The programs provide opportunities 
for Ph.D. scientists and engineers of un¬ 
usual promise and ability to perform re¬ 
search on problems largely of their own 
choosing yet compatible with theresea rch 
interests of the sponsoring laboratory. 
Initiated in 1954, the Associates Programs 
have contributed to the career develop¬ 
ment of over 7000 scientists ranging from 
recent Ph.D. recipients to distinguished 
senior scientists. Approximately 450 new 
full-time Associateships will be awarded 
on a competitive basis in 1991 for research 
in: chemistry; earth and atmospheric sci¬ 
ences; engineering and applied sciences; 
biological, health, and behavioral sciences 
and biotechnology; mathematics; space 
and planetary sciences; and physics. Most 
of the programs are open to both U.S. and 
non-U.S. nationals, and to both recent Ph.D 
degree recipients and senior investiga¬ 
tors. Awards are made for one or two 
years, renewable to a maximum of three 
years; senior applicants who have held 
the doctorate at least five years may re¬ 
quest a shorter period. Annual stipends 
for recent Ph.D's for the 1991 program 
range from $27,150 to $42,000 depending 
upon the sponsoring laboratory, and will 
be appropriately higher for senior Associ¬ 
ates. Financial support is provided for 
allowable relocation expenses and for 
limited professional travel during dura¬ 
tion of the award. The host laboratory 
provides the Associate with programmatic 
assistance including facilities, support 
services, necessary equipment, and travel 
necessary for the conduct of the approved 
research program. Applications to the 
National Research Council must be post- 
markedno later than Jan. 15,1991 (Dec. 15 
for NASA), April 15 and August 15,1991. 
Initial awards will be announced in March 
and April- July and Nov. for the two later 
competitions- followed by awards to al¬ 
ternate candidates later. Information on 
specific research opportunities and par¬ 
ticipating federal laboratories, as well as 
application materials, may be obtained 
from the Associateship Programs (GR430/ 
Dl), Office of Scientific and Engineering 
Personnel, National Research Council, 
2101 Constitution Avenue N.W., Wash¬ 
ington D.C 20418, Fax (202) 334-2759. 
Lunch with Verkuil Young Democrats 
Presiden t Verkuil is planning a series of 
lunch breaks at the President's House. He 
willmeetwith groups of eight. Lunch will 
begin at approximately 12pm and run 
about an hour. Students are asked to sign 
up for a lunch hour, either by calling the 
President's Office at X11693 or seeing the 
secretary in room 10 of the Brafferton. 
Lunches are planned for the following 
dates in Nov.: Wednesday, Nov. 14; and 
Monday, Nov. 19. 
Concert Band Tryouts 
The W&M Concert Band announces 
openings in the following sections for 
second semester: clarinet, bassoon, bari¬ 
tone saxophone, trumpet, horn, low brass, 
percussion. Call 221-1086 or see Laura 
Rexroth at Ewell Hall, room 204, to play 
an audition before Christmas vacation. 
SUB Talk 
Students Unitedfor the Bay is a campus 
organization dedicated to the preserva¬ 
tion and restoration of the Chesapeake 
Bay. Wednesday, Dana Bradshaw will 
come to talk to us about ospreys. Come to 
the next meeting, Monday at 7:30pm in 
Morton 40 to learn more about what you 
can do for the Chesapeake Bay. 
Norfolk Shuttle 
The SA will be running shuttles to 
Norfolk International Airport Wednesday, 
Nov. 21. The shuttles will leave at 11am, 
1pm, and 3pm from PBK Hall. Return 
trips will be made Sunday, Nov. 25 at 
5:30pm, 8pm, and 10:30pm. Tickets cost 
8:50 one way, $15 round trip. Please direct 
inquiries to the SA office at X13302. 
W&M Jazz Ensemble 
The W&M Jazz Ensemble will hold 
membership auditions for second semes¬ 
ter Thursday, Nov. 29 and Friday, Nov. 
30. Sign up for an audition time and pick 
up an excerpt sheet to prepare for the 
audition outside of Ewell Hall room 204. 
Rehearsals begin Monday, Jan. 21 in Ewell 
Hall, room 207, from 7:30pm to 10pm. 
Questions? Call 221-1068 or see Laura 
Rexroth, Ewell Hall, room 204. 
Memorial 5K Run 
The Physical Education Majors' Qub is 
sponsoringtheannualGreyson Daughtrey 
Memorial 5K run Saturday, Nov. 17 at 
9am. The race begins at Adair Gym and 
winds throughout campus. Entry fee is $8 
pre-race registration, and $10 race-day 
registration. T-shirts to the first 70 en¬ 
trants- awards to top finishers in 5 age 
catagories men's and women's division. 
The race is held in conjunction with rec 
Sports in place of the Turkey trot 5K run. 
The Greyson Daughtrey is for IM points 
and T-shirts will be awarded to top IM 
finishers. Entry forms are available at 
Adair Gym and the Student Rec Center. 
We would like to thank all of you for 
making this year's campaign a sucess and 
also for the hard work put in on election 
day. Our next meeting will be Wednes¬ 
day, a political forum with other political 
groups, in Ewell Recital Hall at 7pm. If 
you have any questions or comments, 
please contact Brad Davis at 221-4811. 
Recycling 
Tomorrow will be a normal recycling 
pick-up day. If you would like to help 
with ourSaturdayactivity,meetintheCC 
lobby at 9am. Regular meetings are 
Mondays at 7:30pm in Small 152. For 
more information,call Mary Nachtrieb at 
221-5722. 
Political Debate 
The W&M Libertarians, College Repub¬ 
licans, YoungDemocrats, and Democratic 
Students Association are sponsoring a 
four-way political debate. This post elec- 
ton event will cover a wide range of hot 
political topics, and will include an open 
panel discussion immediately following 
the debate. This shootout is set for 7pm 
Wednesday in Ewell Recital Hall. 
DJ Dance Night 
DJ Dance Nights are back. The SA will 
hold its first DJ Dance Night tomorrow 
night, 9pm to 12am on the CC porch. Free 
to all students, the non-alcoholic dances 
are a relaxed, fun way to get to know other 
studen ts, eat free food, and dance the night 
away. 
Objectivism 
Monday, W&M graduate Dave Littel 
will be discussing the ethics of Objectiv¬ 
ism for the Objectivist Study Group. The 
meeting will be at 7pm in Tucker 307. For 
details call Ken Bears at X15717. 
F.O.A.M. Dance 
Tap your feet and swing your partner 
at the Friends of Appalachian Music dance 
tomorrow night. Southern squares. New 
England Contra dances and circle mixers 
called and taught to live music. The eve¬ 
ning ends with a waltz and a Virginia 
Reel. Dances run from 7:30pm to 10pm at 
Norge Community Hall on Rt. 60,1.3 miles 
past the pottery, next to the Norge Sovran 
Bank. Admission is $3 per couple, $2 
single. The easiest dances are called first- 
inexperienced dancers should come early. 
W&M Forensics 
W&M has finally created the Forensics 
Program for Spring 1991. Congratula¬ 
tions to the 40 members of the club who 
will become a part of W&M history. 
Anyone who has an interest in our foren¬ 
sics team, experienced or inexperienced, 
is welcome to join us. Contact Dave at 
221-4675 for meeting times. 
Jail and Bail 
The 1990 Delta Gamma Pledge Class 
announces its first annual Jail-and-a-Bail, 
Tuesday and Wednesday form 11am to 
2pm and and 4:30pm to 7:30pm in the CC. 
For $2 a Delta Gamma pledge will arrest a 
friend, roommate, or whatever. Will de¬ 
liver gifts to them in jail if arrangements 
are made in advance and complimentary 
beverages and munchies will be made 
available. Sign-ups begin Monday in the 
CC 11 am to 2pm and 4:30pm to 7:30pm. 
Pre Law Society 
The Pre Law Society would like to 
announce an informational presentation 
by Judge Wilford Taylor, a Circuit Court 
Judge from the Hampton area. Judge 
Taylor will discuss among other things, 
the role of judges in our legal system, 
possible careers in law, and his personal 
experiences during his distinguished ca¬ 
reer. The session will be held in Morton 
room 220, Wednesday at 8pm, and is open 
to all interested persons. Come out and 
take advantage of a worthwhile opportu¬ 
nity to speak to a professional in the legal 
world. For more information contact Paul 
MarazitaatX15578. 
Unitarian Speaker 
Judy Knudson, a member of the James 
City County Board of Supervisors, will 
speak on "Growth in the Historic Tri¬ 
angle: Boon or Boondoggle?" Sunday at 
9:45am, at Clara Byrd Baker School, 3131 
Ironbound Road. The talk is onein a series 
of monthly forums sponsored by the 
Williamsburg Unitarian Uni versalists, and 
precedes the weekly 11am worship serv¬ 
ice. Visitors are welcome. As administra¬ 
tive assistant for the Regional Commis¬ 
sion on Growth, Knudson edited a report 
that contained 99 recommendations fro 
dealing with growth in the Willaimsburg 
area. For further information, call 220- 
6830. 
Top Ten Competition 
Ten juniors from across the country 
will receivenational recognition for them¬ 
selves and their universities, plus a cash 
prize, an all expense paid trip to New 
York City to meet with top professionals 
in their field, and a featured profile in 
Glamour Oct. 1991 issue. William and 
Mary should have a winner among you. 
Women who are juniors pick up an appli¬ 
cation in 203B James Blair. Deadline for 
entry is Feb. 15,1991. 
UR Shuttle 
The SA will be running a shuttle bus to 
Richmond fro the W&M vs. University of 
Richmond football game Saturday, Nov. 
17. The shuttle will depart from PBK Hall 
atllamtomakethekick-offatlpm. Don't 
miss the oldest rivalry in the South, when 
we play Richmond for the 100th time. 
Tickets are $6 one way, and $8 round trip. 
Please direct inquiries to the SA office at 
X13302. 
The Awful Truth 
The W&M Film Society will be show¬ 
ing "The Awful Truth" (1937) starring 
Cary Grant and Irene Dunne tomorrow at 
7:30pm in Millington auditorium. The 
ultimate screwball comedy, this delight¬ 
ful film showcases Grant and Dunne's 
great comedic talents as they team up to 
pay a married couple whose divorce pro¬ 
ceedings lead to countless misadventures. 
Admission is $2 or free with a Film Series 
Pass. 
Handbook Correction 
Residence Halls will close at 3pm 
Wednesday, Nov. 21. The date in the 
Student Handbook is incorrect. Residence 
Halls will reopen at 12pm Sunday, Nov. 
25, and classes resume at Sam Monday, 
Nov. 26. 
Letters to Servicemen 
Circle K, with the help of Kinkos, is 
sponsoring a letter writing campaign to 
servicemen overseas. Students are asked 
towritelettersaddressedto"Servicemem- 
ber," stamp them and drop them in boxes 
which will be placed in the CC, Caf, Post 
Office, and Swem Library. The address 
can be found on the outside of the boxes. 
The campaign will run through Nov. 16. 
Any questions? See the drop off boxes for 
more information or call Jen (X14505) or 
Jill (X14088). 
Attn. Day Students 
Any day students who are interested in 
campus housing for second semester can 
pick up a housing request form at the 
Office of Residence Life, James Blair 206. 
Please submit requests by Dec. 3. There 
will be limited housing available and 
requests will be granted on availability 
and the date the request is received. 
Indecision- The Band 
The SA would like to announce the 
upcoming performance by Indecision, a 
regionally known band that has played 
The Bayou in D.C. and clubs in Baltimore 
and Norfolk. Indecision will appear at 
Trinkle Hall Thursday at 8pm. Tickets are 
$5 at the door and $4 in advance. Bever¬ 
ages will be available for fifty cents each, 
with POA. If you have any questions, 
please call the SA office at X13302. 
International Affairs 
This Tuesday, representatives from the 
following schools will provide informa¬ 
tion regarding graduate education and 
careers in international affairs: School of 
International and Public Affairs, Colum¬ 
bia University; School of Foreign Service, 
Georgetown University; School of Ad¬ 
vanced International Studies, Johns 
Hopkins University; Woodrow Wilson 
School of Public and International Affairs, 
Princeton University; and Fletcher School 
of Law Diplomacy, Tufts University. The 
panel presentation will begin at 5:30pm in 
Morton Hall, room 39. All interested 
persons are invited to attend the presenta¬ 
tion. This will be an excellent opportunity 
to obtain first-hand information regard¬ 
ing graduate education and careers in 
international affairs as well as informa¬ 
tion regarding the individual schools. 
Sophomore Dinner 
Wednesday at 7:30pm in the ballroom 
upstairs in the CC, the sophomore class 
will be sponsoring a dinner, including 
turkey and pumpkin pie. All sophomores 
with a meal plan are able to attend. If you 
care to join vis, be one of the first 150 
students to sign up on displays to be shown 
at the Commons and the Marketplace. 
Health Committee 
The King Student Health Center is in 
the process of forming a Student Health 
Advisory Committee. In order to repre¬ 
sent the entire student body we need vol¬ 
unteers from Law and Graduate schools 
as well as undergraduates. There will be 
orientation se'ssions for those students 
selected for the committee to inform them 
about the functioning of the Health Cen¬ 
ter. If you are interested, please sign up at 
the King Student Health Center. 
JMU Shuttle 
The SA will be running shuttle buses to 
James Madison University for the W&M 
vs. JMU game tomorrow. The bus will 
leave at Sam from PBK Hall. Game time is 
1pm. The cost is $8 round trip, and $6 one 
way. If you have any questions, please 
call the SA office at X13302. Come along 
and root for W&M's Top Ten ranked Tribe. 
BASEMENT PRICES 
BE BRING THIS AD AND WE WILL GIVE YOU A $5 BOOK FREE WITH A $10 PURCHASE 
fr 
BERKELEY COMMONS 
VISA, MC, 5707-4 Richmond Road Come by 
and personal checks     Williamsburg, VA 23188 Mon.-Sat. 9-9 
accepted hassle-free! 565-6212 Sunday 10-6 
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Sports 
Women fall in 
NCAA tourney 
% V  H^ 
By Matt Klein 
Flat Hat Sports Editor 
Although they did not know it at 
first, the senior Tribe women's soccer 
players started their last game this 
past weekend, facing an old nemesis, 
the Wolfpack of NC State. 
The matchup was the second meet- 
Women's Soccer 
ing of the season for the two teams, 
. with the Tribe having won the first in 
overtime. This time, however, the 
matchup was in the single elimina¬ 
tion NCAA tournament, and the Tribe 
lost 2-0, ending their season on a down 
'nbte. 
"We didn't play as well as we had 
, hoped we would," coach John Daly 
said. "We started off very well, and 
then kind of lost our way. We put 
ourselves under a lot of pressure 
halfway through the first half, be¬ 
cause we weren't coming to grips 
with their front line." 
- The home field advantage seemed 
to mean more to the Tack than usual, 
as forward Charmaine Hooper liter¬ 
ally ran through two defenders to get 
open in the penalty area. 
"She is very pushy," senior sweeper 
Sandra Gaskill said. "She sort of set a 
pick on two defenders to take them 
out. They had a two on one with me 
and the keeper. She beat me and the 
keeper, but it was only because she 
took out two defenders that she 
scored." 
That finished off the first half scor¬ 
ing, although the Tribe had "a couple 
of half-chances," according to Daly. 
"We looked good on the buildup, 
but we just weren't able to score," 
Daly said. 
"We didn't really play poorly," 
senior forward Jennifer Tepper said. 
"Everyone was trying really hard, 
but we just couldn't score. We worked 
on a technique of double-teaming, 
where the forward s came back to help 
the halfbacks and the halfbacks came 
back to help the fullbacks, and I think 
we were exerting too much energy on 
that. When the ball turned over, we 
couldn't get people up on the line. 
We weren't attacking with enough 
players." 
The second half brought another 
NC State goal. 
; "A forward took a shot on goal and 
[Kathy] Carter made the save," Gaskill 
said. "She couldn't hold on and the 
ball bounced out to another player. 
She took a shot and I saved it with my 
hands to give them a penalty kick. It 
itfas unusual. I don't think I've ever 
clone anything like that before." 
The ensuing penalty kick was saved 
by Carter, who deflected it back to the 
NC State shooter. Given the second 
chance, the forward put theball in the 
net. 
The Tribe did not strongly threaten 
the Wolfpack goal during the game. 
"We were getting outside the pen¬ 
alty area, even getting to the point 
where we needed to serve or shoot," 
Daly said. "Our serving and shoot¬ 
ing were very weak." 
"We played really hard," Gaskill 
said, "but we just didn't pull together 
as a team." 
The game marks the end of five 
Tribe players' soccer careers. The 
team will lose captains Gaskill and 
Robin Lotze, Carter, Tepper, and 
midfielder Kristen Jesulaitis. Gaskill, 
Lotze, and Carter made up the middle 
of the Tribe defense, with Lotze at 
center midfielder, Gaskill at sweeper, 
and Carter in goal. Jesulatis will be 
missed for her strong outside play, 
and Tepper was the team's leading 
scorer this year, with eleven goals. 
"Any time you lose players of their 
calibre, you wonder if you have re¬ 
placements, or who they are going to 
be," Daly said. 
Daly has started work on next year's 
schedule, which, he says, will not be 
as tough as this year's. Looking back, 
Daly was pleased with the team's 
season. 
"I was disappointed that we had to 
face so much injury and illness," Daly 
said, "but I was happy with the way 
that many players reacted to the inju¬ 
ries. We all kept fighting and trying 
to improve as the season went on. I 
think we achieved all that we were 
capable of achieving." 
"We overcame more obstacles than 
we should have been expected to 
overcome," Tepper said. 'There were 
a lot of ups and downs. We did eve¬ 
rything we could to win, and we did 
have a few really great wins. I'm sure 
everyone will keep thinking of them." 
"I think we were happy with some 
of our results," Gaskill said. "We 
were really happy to make the 
[NCAA] tournament, although we 
didn't want to lose in the first round." 
Gaskill, in reflecting back on her 
injury-marred season, can remember 
better times. 
"I came into the season with a 
sprained ankle, and I'm not real happy 
with my play in the beginning," she 
said. "I did get better as the season 
went on. Overall, I've had better 
seasons." 
Tepper, however, was a little more 
enthusiastic. 
"We played more as a team this 
year than we ever have," she said. 
"We really put a lot more emphasis 
on eleven individuals, and a lot more 
people played important roles. 
"I had mixed emotions," Tepper 
added. "Soccer's been part of my life 
for 15 years. It's kind of sad to know 
that I probably won't be playing 
again." 
mm. 
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Robert Green ran for 142 yards and Tyrone Shelton picked up 164 yards as the Tribe pounded out 593 total yards in the victory over Furman.  The 
win over the seventh ranked Paladins moved the Tribe up to the ninth spot in the Division l-AA rankings, while dropping Furman to fifteenth.' 
Tribe offense overruns Furman 
Hakel passes for 282 yards, Shelton and Green combine for 306 yards 
By Robyn Seemann 
Flat Hat Sports Editor 
It was standing room only for the 
Tribe fans who came out to see the 
W&M football team defeat last year's 
l-AA semi-finalist Furman Univer¬ 
sity, 38-28. For those returning for 
their first year as alumni, it was an es- 
IQ Football 
pecially sweet victory over the team 
that knocked the Tribe out of last 
year's playoffs in the first round. 
The ramifications for the rest of 
this year, however, are enormous. 
Not only was there the revenge factor 
for the team, but its chances of mak¬ 
ing the playoffs now look very good. 
With two remaining games, against 
James Madison University and 
Richmond, two victories should give 
the Tribe a home advantage for at 
least the first round of the playoffs. 
The victory over Furman should also 
give the squad an added boost of con¬ 
fidence going into the playoffs, be¬ 
cause, aside from UVa (or perhaps 
even including UVa), Furman was 
the toughest team the Tribe had to 
face all season. 
"It was a heckof a win," head coach 
Jimmye Laycock said. 'To win at 
Homecoming, the first game in Zable 
Stadium, beating a good football 
team." 
"They're good enough on offense 
to win a national championship," Fur¬ 
man head coach Jimmy Satterfield 
said of the Tribe. "The offense is hard 
to stop. There are not a lot of weak¬ 
nesses on offense." 
For the third week in a row on 
home turf, W&M put together a solid 
game, both offensively and defen¬ 
sively, and produced what was proba¬ 
bly the best game of football Tribe 
fans have seen all season. 
"It was just good all around," 
Laycock said. "We stayed focused 
against a first class team. My only 
concern was that we were up too 
much for the game." 
Many wondered whether last 
year's loss would be played up to get 
the players ready. 
"I asked the players before the game 
if they remembered what I had said 
last year [before the Furman playoff 
game]," Laycock said. "I don't either, 
it's not important. Let's play today." 
The offense dominated once again, 
compiling 311 yards rushing and 282 
yards in the air. Tyrone Shelton and 
Robert Green shared the field, each 
picking up over 100 yards ( Shelton 
had 164, and Green had 142), mark¬ 
ing the second time this season that 
both running backs racked up over 
100 yards. 
Green also accounted for five touch¬ 
downs, with Shelton taking care of 
the final one. Kicker Dan Mueller 
had one field goal to round out the 
scoring. 
'Tyrone and Robert, you can really 
depend on those guys," Laycock said. 
"If those two are ready, and the of fen- 
sive line is ready, we're set." 
The offensive line is one group that 
has definitely not received the credit 
it deserves this season, The combina¬ 
tion of Peter Reid, Reggie White, Greg 
Kalinyak, Tom Walters, and Mac 
Partlow have kept rival defenders 
from getting to Hakel all season, and 
opened up big holes for Green and 
Shelton. The Furman game was no 
exception, as Hakel was not sacked 
once. 
Partly due to the strength of the 
offensive line, Hakel also had an ex¬ 
cellent day, completing 16 for 30 
passes for 282 yards, including a 63 
yard pass to tight end Michael Locke. 
Locke had five receptions on the day 
for 90 yards. 
'The offense felt in control of the 
game," Laycock said, "and that was 
a difference from last year's playoff 
[game]." 
When asked about the rankings 
and success of the offense he leads, 
Hakel said that he "couldn't answer 
' that." 
"We don't have time to look back at 
rankings and such, or we tend to get 
caught up in it,"he said. 
The Tribe is ranked first nationally 
in total offense, with an average of 
508.6 yards per game. They are also 
ranked third in scoring (36.6 points 
per game), tenth in rushing (248.0 
yards per game) and thirteenth in 
passing (260.6 yards per game). 
Defensively the squad held to¬ 
gether and came through on several 
big plays. The key play of the game 
was delivered by the Tribe defense 
late in the third quarter as free safety 
Eric Lambert recovered a Furman 
fumble in the end zone. The play, 
which knocked the wind out of the 
Paladins and lit a fire under theTribe, 
marked the last time Furman would 
even come close to scoring. 
'The fumble turned things around, 
maybe they weren't as confident," 
Laycock said. 
Not only was the Tribe up against 
a strong football team, but midway 
through the second quarter, it ap¬ 
peared as if they were up against the 
officials as well. As Furman was 
driving for their third touchdown, 
officials from the Colorado-Missouri 
game mysteriously appeared on the 
field, allowing the Paladins to replay 
a third down, while awarding them 
yardage for the "replay." This gave 
the Paladins five downs in one series. 
If that wasn't bad enough, on thievery 
next play, Furman sent twelve mpn 
out onto the field, and were not called 
on it. No wonder they scored. ■„-„-„. 
The officials also had problems 
with the band. Too much noise, per? 
haps, but the cheering fans madg yj} 
for the lack of music. .....' 
But in the end, the victory was all 
that mattered. The noise from the 
locker room could supposedly b0 
heard out at Dillard. .-,--..-«! 
"I couldn't describe it really," Hakel 
said when asked about the feeling in 
the locker room after the game. "If 
was just incredible." 
Coming down off their high, the 
team has been preparing to face JMU 
(5-4) tomorrow. 
The Tribe (now 7-2) is ready, and 
doesn't feel that the Furman victory 
will detract from their concentration 
for tomorrow's game.        .   /ri:];     ; 
Game time is 1 pm in Harrisonburgi 
VA. • -     •.    ■ 
W&M harriers crush CAA foes in championships 
By Cap Noonan 
Flat Hat Asst Sports Editor 
The men's cross country team fi¬ 
nally ended Navy's five-year domi¬ 
nation of the Colonial Athletic Asso¬ 
ciation with a convincing first place 
showing in the championship meet. 
The Tribe placed five of the top six 
By Mike Haley 
Flat Hat Staff Writer 
The women's cross country team 
may havebeen overlooked inthefinal 
top 20 poll of the regular season, but 
they are still on a roll and are showing 
no sign of slowing down. Last Satur¬ 
day the heavily favored Tribe over- 
a Men's Cross Country a Women's Cross Country 
Vince Vizachero/Colomal Echo 
Kevin Krause heads to the finish line in the Tribe's CAA champion¬ 
ship victory. Krause placed fourth for the Tribe, behind Paul 
Vandegrift, Steve Swift, and Douglass Bergmann. Navy was second. 
runners for a total score of 19, now the 
CAA championship record. 
Paul Vandegrift led the charge, 
overtaking a Navy harrier in the last 
mile to win in 25:04. The Tribe had 
been running in a pack and control¬ 
ling the race until the lone Navy 
runner broke away. 
"We had the meet won," Vande¬ 
grift said, "but we decided that Navy 
shouldn't place first overall. Any of 
us could have won it." 
Once again, four of the Tribe run¬ 
ners finished together, just nine sec¬ 
onds behind Vandegrift. Steve Swift 
took third place overall, followed by 
Douglass Bergmann, Kevin Krause, 
and Jeff Hough. The nine second 
differential is a testament to coach 
Walt Drenth's emphasis on team 
strength, rather than reliance on a 
couple of superstars. 
"Coach Drenth has been doing a 
good job preparing us," Swift said. 
"We were satisfied with the CAA 
win, but the IC4As will be tougher." 
See MEN, Page 12 
whelmed the rest of the Colonial 
Athletic Conference at home to cap¬ 
ture its third conference champion¬ 
ship in four years. 
Now 31-2, W&M surely would 
have retained their ranking of 23rd 
the previous week had the CAAs not 
been a week after all the other confer¬ 
ence meets and the votes for the final 
poll already been tallied. The harri¬ 
ers, however, have much more than a 
ranking on their minds. Tomorrow 
they will compete in the regional 
championship at Yale, and a solid 
performance will mean a trip to the 
NCAAs the following week. 
After cruising to three easy victo¬ 
ries in the last three weeks, the Tribe 
has confidence and momentum on its 
side. The team's top six finishers all 
posted times about 30 seconds faster 
than the ones in the year's only other 
home meet, which was held in Sep¬ 
tember. 
By finishing in the top 12, those six 
runners earned all-conference hon- 
See WOMEN, Page 14 
Vince Vizachero/Colonial Echo 
Cathy Stanmeyer leads the pack in a recent race. Stanmeyer and the" 
rest of the Tribe easily won the CAA championship meet last 
weekend, finishing six runners in the top twelve. 
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ECU 
downs 
Tribe 
By Kelly Kramer 
Both the women's and men'sswim 
teams dropped their opening meets 
to East Carolina this past weekend. 
The men fell 127.5-107.5, while the 
women were stopped by a 131-104 
decision.  The meet marked the re- 
Swimming 
turn to the water of several key 
members of last year's squad, as well 
as the debut of several outstanding 
freshmen. 
The women's team is particularly 
strong, despite its setback. Though 
the squad was plagued with injuries 
which will hurt its performance in 
the dual meet season, the lineup is 
essentially unchanged from last year's 
team. Having placed fourth at the 
CAA tournament last year, the team 
is looking to improve on that finish. 
Coach Anne Anderson is optimistic 
that the squad can move into CAA's 
upper echelon. 
'The team is really strong," Ander¬ 
son said, "and if we can get through 
some early season injuries in good 
shape, then we'll be able to do some 
damage when the CAA tournament 
rolls around." 
Co-Captain Helen Wilcox agreed. 
"I think that January will see us 
bounce back from some of these inju¬ 
ries and make a run at the top three at 
CAAs," shesaid. "We're really deep, 
with a good freshman class, so we've 
got the potential to be really good." 
Anderson is counting on the lead¬ 
ership of co-captain Sonny Wohlust 
and fellow seniors Kori Gehsmann 
and Beth Sundelin, and on the team's 
depth to score points. 
Sophomore Meredith Brooks put 
forth a superb performance in 
Sunday's meet. In winning the 200 
meter breast-stroke, she qualified for 
the Eastern Women's Swimming 
League Championships in February 
and was named the Tribe's swimmer 
of the meet. 
Susan Olivio, another sophomore, 
joined Brooks as an individual win¬ 
der, taking the 500m free-style in 
5:17.22. 
Vince Vizachero/Colonial Echo 
Meredith Brooks takes a breath. Brooks, here swimming butterfly, won the 
200m breast-stroke as the team fell to East Carolina University. 
Promising freshman Kelly Flynn 
was out-touched at the wall in the 
200m back-stroke, and had to settle 
for a second place. Tracy Ellerson 
also swam well for the Tribe, earning 
Anderson's praise. 
The men's team is not to be under¬ 
estimated, though, as they have re¬ 
turned a powerful group of swim¬ 
mers, and added the strongest fresh¬ 
men class in recent memory. The 
team is upbeat and excited about the 
season, and is looking to improve at 
the CAA tournament. 
'The meet was really close, actu¬ 
ally, and if a couple of the races in 
which we were out-touched had gone 
our way, we would have taken the 
meet," junior Jim Berry said. 
The men had several individual 
winners, led by Will Lappenbusch, 
who took the 200m breast-stroke, and 
Bill Markovitz, who won the 1000m 
free-style and was named the men's 
swimmer of the meet. Other Tribe 
swimmers who notched victories 
were Kevin Kleinschmidt in the 50m 
free-style, and Scott Holec in the 200m 
fly. 
Tri-captain Louis Najera, who took 
a second in the 200m IM, was im¬ 
pressed with the team's performance 
and hopeful about the season. 
"It is, without a doubt, the strong¬ 
est team in my four years here," Najera 
said. 
Though the team has returned 
several key swimmers from last year's 
squad, the key element is the fresh¬ 
men. 
'The freshman are real, real good. 
They'll be able to step in and contrib¬ 
ute right away. We're just excited 
about what the future holds," tri- 
captain Mike Grill said. 
Like the women, the men are deal¬ 
ing with some early season injury 
problems. The fall meets will proba¬ 
bly not be indicative of how they will 
do in the CAA tournament, the focus 
of the season. 
The men are ready for the season, 
though, and are feeling quite positive 
about it. The East Carolina meet 
proved that the team can compete 
with most anyone, lending support 
to tri-captain Scott Holec's preseason 
comment that the team "is really going 
places." 
Men's tourney cancelled 
•Injuries and Illness hamper team during fall season 
':By Jerry Hersh 
; Although the Tribe men's tennis 
team experienced a less than fulfill¬ 
ing fall season, the squad will try to 
retain its CAA title when the spring 
tompetition begins in just over two 
months. 
After starting slowly due to nu- 
jmerous injuries and illnesses that 
lhampered the team's progress, W&M 
had a big letdown when the Virginia 
-Intercollegiate League (VIL) tourna- 
•ment, scheduled for Oct. 12-14, was 
i Cancelled due to weather conditions. 
JNot only is the VIL a tournament in 
{which W&M traditionally performs 
Swell, but the Tribe had the most play¬ 
ers healthy it has had all season. 
' "[Not playing the VIL] broke the 
!back of our team for the fall," coach 
;Bill Pollard said. 'To have it cancelled 
jwhen I thought the players were ready 
for it really took the starch out of the 
•season." 
"I was disappointed," co-captain 
§cottMackesysaid. "It put a damper 
on the whole season." 
" When the Tribe was on the court, 
sickness and injuries made it hard to 
establish any team consistency. 
Almost every player in the top six 
could not perform in at least one 
tournament. Mike Roberts and John 
Curtiss, numbers three and five re¬ 
spectively, missed most of the two 
months of play. Number one seed 
Mackesy was deterred by a long-last- 
ling illness, and sickness also plagued 
Alberto Ayo. 
• 'The injuries and illness have af¬ 
fected us, but the fall is a proving 
ground to see the new and returning 
players," Pollard said.   "It's an op- 
Men's 
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portunity to know what we need to 
work on for the spring." 
Although players were constantly 
being shifted around in the order and 
doubles pairings changed almost 
weekly, W&M had one standout 
through the fall—third seeded sopho¬ 
more Scott Estes. Estes won fre¬ 
quently, with his best outing coming 
at the Pirates Invitational at East 
Carolina University. He advanced to 
thesemifinals in thattournament, los¬ 
ing to the player who eventually won 
the tournament. Estes has consis¬ 
tently played well in each of his tour¬ 
naments. 
He had the best performance of 
anyone on the team for the fall," co- 
captain Mike Scherer said. 
"I'm pleased with the progress Scott 
has made," Pollard said. "He is a 
very talented player. I expect him to 
be one of the team leaders until he 
graduates." 
The team's strongest aspect may be 
its extraordinary depth. When all the 
injured players are healthy. Pollard 
will tackle the pleasant problem of 
deciding which of nine or ten strong 
contenders belong in the top six spots. 
While the injuries were harmful to 
the total team play, they gave many 
young, inexperienced players a 
chance to get a lot of match time. 
Pollard was pleased with the results 
in this area. 
'The freshmen players did very 
well," Pollard said. 'They are tal¬ 
ented." 
Freshmen Scooter Place and Scott 
Lindsey have a good shot at joining 
the top eight seeds, and Brett Wil¬ 
liams also did well. Junior Jokko 
Korhonen, who played the eighth and 
ninth seeds last year, looked very 
good When he competed at number 
five this fall, according to Pollard. 
In January, when the team is set, it 
will go about the task of defending its 
CAA title, which W&M won last year. 
This season. Pollard expects James 
Madison and East Carolina to be 
staunch rivals, along with a much 
improved Richmond squad. Outside 
of the conference. Wake Forest, NC 
State, Furman, UVa, and Penn State 
will provide tough dual meets. 
To be at a level that will win 
matches, the Tribe must "train hard, 
forget about the fall, have enthusi¬ 
asm, and focus on our goals," Mack¬ 
esy said. 
W&M must especially concentrate 
on its doubles teams, which have had 
little practice time together. 
When the Tribe is totally healthy, 
"we are very good," Mackesy said. 
'This is the strongest team in my four 
years at W&M." 
W&M ends home season 
Tribe falls to Georgetown, defeats George Washington 
By RaeLana Poteat 
TheTribe women's volleyball team 
ended its home season last weekend, 
falling to Georgetown 8-15,10-15, IS¬ 
IS, on Friday, and defeating George 
Washington 15-4,15-8,15-5 on Satur¬ 
day. 
The weekend was a special one, as 
it was the last home stand for seniors 
Melissa Aldrich and Leslie Ward. 
'They both played really, really 
well," head coach Debbie Hill said. 
"It was exciting for them to be able to 
finish out their home career on a 
winning note. It was really nice, 
because a bunch of our fans came all 
dressed up in coat and tie." 
Hill was also pleased with the way 
Volleyball 
the team's play has progressed. 
"We're just coming out of this three 
week slump," Hill said. 'The week¬ 
end was typical of the way we've 
been going." 
The Tribe struggled against a very 
strong Georgetown squad. "We 
didn't play very well on Friday night," 
Hill said. "We really had no offense 
against them, we just couldn't get it 
clicking, and that really hurt us." 
Saturday's victory was an impor¬ 
tant turning point. "We were like our 
old selves again," Hill said. "It looked 
like my team out there on the court 
again." 
"It's good that we're coming 
around when we are," Hill said. The 
team has a challenging weekend 
coming up as they face UT-Arling- 
ton, a team that made it to the Final 
Four last year, Penn State, currently 
ranked seventh in the nation, and 
Pittsburgh, currently ranked 18th. 
"It'd going to be an exciting week¬ 
end with some great volleyball," Hill 
said. "The fun thing is that nobody! 
expects us to really even be able to 
stay on the court with Pitt or Penn 
State, so we've got nothing to lose. 
We're also looking forward to being! 
able to play with everybody at full 
strength and everybody having been 
able to practice for the first time in 
over a month." 
Team loses to Navy, 3-2 
W&M eliminated from CAA tourney in first round 
By Tami Pohnert 
Flat Hat Staff Writer 
TheTribe men's soccer team peaked 
too early in the season, falling 3-2 last 
Thursday in overtime to a strong 
Navy team. The loss came in the first 
round of the Colonial Athletic Asso¬ 
ciation tournament, and brought the 
squad's season to a close. The Tribe 
finished its season with an 11-6-3 
record, reaching as high as fourteenth 
in national rankings, while playing 
its most difficult schedule ever. 
"It was really a shame," head coach 
Al Albert said. "It was one of our 
most disappointing results. You 
always expect to lose your last game, 
but you hope to do it in the NCAA 
tournament, playing well." 
The Tribe had defeated Navy ear¬ 
lier in the season, but was unable to 
repeat this feat last Thursday. Mau¬ 
rice Smith started off the game by 
scoring, but the Tribe then allowed 
Navy to put one away just before the 
half to even up the score. 
The Tribe came back after the half 
H        Men's 
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unable to score until the end of the 
half. Dave Viscovich managed to 
knock the ball in off of a cross from 
Greg Butler. Navy rallied and took 
advantage of the Tribe's lull to score, 
sending the game into overtime. The 
Midshipmen then went on to score 
the winning goal to advance in the 
tournament. 
It was a disappointing end to a 
strong season for the Tribe. Seven of 
the teams that W&M played advanced 
to the NCAA tournament. The Tribe 
managed to beat George Mason for 
the first time in several years, scored 
more goals than last year, and was 
also ranked fourteenth at one point in 
the season. 
Junior Jimmy Hauschild, sopho¬ 
more Scott Budnick, and senior Ali 
Ghassemi were named to the CAA 
first team, and juniors Dave Viscov¬ 
ich and Kieran McCarthy were named 
to the second team. 
Albert was unable to single out any', 
particular player, saying that every-' 
body "had had their moments." Mau- • 
rice Smith led the Tribe in scoring,! 
with Eric Dumblcton and John Siner; 
also contributing in the front. 
The Tribe will only lose two 
midfield starters to graduation. 
"We will miss both of them," Al¬ 
bert said. "George Strong had his 
best season ever, while Ali continued 
to be a good solid player for us in the 
midfield." The Tribe will return nine 
of its starters and a deep midfield to 
replace its two graduating seniors. 
'The end of the season was defi¬ 
nitely an underachievement," Ghas-. 
semisaid. Ghassemi, looking back at 
his college career, mentioned several 
highlights. 
'The main highlight was beating 
Mason this year," he said. 'The 
Davidson trip was also great." Ghas¬ 
semi was a member of the Tribe team 
that qualified for the NCAA tourna¬ 
ment in 1987. 
Rec Sports Scoreboard 
Bowling Results 
Men 
1. Kevin Palmer 
2. Howard Cooke 
3. James Flint 
4. Jason Glad 
Dave Eskay 
491 
461 
444 
441 
441 
Women 
1. Michelle Eddy 
2. Andrea Ban 
S.Anne Leigh Kerr 
4. Lisa Hilton 
5. Christine Verdelotti 
397 
365 
339 
302 
242 
Weightlifting Results 
134,142: Terry Wise 
150,158: RussMcLymont 
167: DanPolis 
177: Brian Hightower 
190: Andrew McGlamery 
Hvywt: Robert Vorhees 
Points Standings 
Fraternity 
1. Phi Kappa Tau 
2. Kappa Alpha 
3. Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
4. Sigma Chi 
5. Pi Kappa Alpha 
Sororitv 
28 1. Kappa Kappa Gamma 15.5 
18.5 2. Pi Beta Phi 14 
14 3. Delta Delta Delta 11 
12.5 4. Phi Mu 9.5 
Men 
Continued from Page 11 
" The IC4 A championships will take 
•place tomorrow in New Canaan, 
Connecticut. Although the Tribe is 
[ranked fifteenth in the country, it is 
tanked just fourth for tomorrow's 
•meet. 
"[The ranking] doesn't makemuch 
sense," Hough said, "but it won't 
affect the meet at all." 
Though Providence College, Con¬ 
necticut, and Pittsburgh are tough 
competition, the Tribe expects to win 
the race. 
"If we run like we did this week¬ 
end, we should be able to win it," 
Vandegrift said. 
Writers meeting - Sunday 6pm 
Good Music 
Great Prices 
THROUGH NOV. 21 
Compact Discs 
$1198 New releases 
by: 
The Cure 
Morrisey 
Steve Winwood 
Edie Brickell 
Travelling Wilburys 
Tapes 
$798 
Van Morrisson 
Big Daddy Kayne 
Father M.C. 
Jimmy Buffett 
Skinny Puppy 
WE BUY & SELL USED CDs 
3fe** to&itU 
Saturday-Thursday 
10% DISCOUNT 
with W&M I.D. 
Friday 
25% DISCOUNT 
with W&M I.D. 
229-4370 
Located in Merchant's Square 
next to Wythe Candy 
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Fearless Picks '90 
For sale: A picks column 
Welcome back to Cary Field inside Zable Stadium where the Tribe, with 
J only seven seconds left on the Toner Memorial clock, is about to kick a field 
goal to win the game. The Taibbi Memorial offensive line settles in, and the 
■■' Curran Memorial center grips the Dcni Memorial football with both hands for 
the crucial snap. The Reynolds Memorial holder has marked the spot, and the 
Seemann Memorial kicker signals that he is ready. The snap is good, the 
Reynolds holder places the Dcni football on the spot where the Tuggle- 
kicking-platform-uscd-to-be-but-is-no-longcr-bccausc-of-thc-rule-changc- 
but-we-had-to-usc-his-narnc-anyway-or-clsc-he-might-takc-his-moncy-back, 
the Seemann kicker steps up and drills the ball right through the Noonan Me¬ 
morial uprights, hitting the Rcilly Memorial down indicator on the Wolfe 
Memorial scoreboard. The Davis Memorial referee raises his arms, and the 
Tribe has won. 
Which brings us to the question: Is there anything at the College that doesn't 
have a price tag? If I donate enough money can I get my name on the Sunken 
Gardens? Crim Dell? The Wren Building? (The Matthew Klein Memorial 
Wren Building. I think that's got a nice ring to it. And hey, I've got a quarter!) 
As far as I can tell, anyway, the scenario just mentioned is entirely 
possible, except for the referees. Some people wearing goofy purple clothes 
already got to them; the Furman Paladins' Memorial line judge. 
Did these guys think they were in Missouri or something with this fifth 
down business? W&M may be a liberal arts school, but we can at least 
count to five. Okay, so there was a fifth down, but the refs gave a good 
reason for it. That damn band was playing far too loudly, and the refs were 
holding their hands over their eyes. No, cars. Sorry. 
And I don't know who managed to talk to the l-AA poll people. After 
. beating the seventh-ranked team in the nation, the tenth-ranked Tribe took 
.a giant leap up to number....nine? Does this make sense? 
Anyway, the show must go on, and what a show it is. This week's guest 
picker, LoriAnn Davide, has a tough act to follow in Paul Verkuil, who 
went 10-5. Good luck. In the meantime, Ron Wolfe is pulling away from 
the rest of the pickers, with a 10-5 week to put him at 86-32. Can anyone 
catch him? 
Finally, I want to issue a warning to both our loyal readers. I understand 
that the College, caught up in the spirit of this dedicating business, has 
decided to do away with academic probation and replace it with a "reme¬ 
dial naming" program. Now, when that GPA goes through the floor, you 
' could get a letter in the mail informing you that the telecommunications 
system or parking services has been named in your honor. Beware, folks. 
This could get serious. -By Matthew Klein 
Amy Katancik/The Flat Hat 
LoriAnn Davide  
Guest Picker 
Qytpiok Ri 
1. Mike Haley 
2. Dog E. Loj Boyz 
3. Rob Phillipps 
Ben Bronaugh 
Lee Simpson 
Lodgeboy Brickstyle 
Michael Davis 
8. Roland Diermeir 
9. Lodgeboy Manchild 
10. Brenda Chase 
83-35 
83-35 
81-37 
80-38 
80-38 
78-40 
78-40 
76-42 
71-37 
69-35 
VALTIJE J 
T- IN ZONE 
AVAALAgue 
l-HMfc 
Sgg^g+^a^^'qg? 
W&M® JMU 
Notre Dame@Tennessee 
Illinois @ Michigan 
Ohio St @ Iowa 
Houston @ Texas 
Maryland @ Penn St 
Princeton @ Yale 
LSU @ Alabama 
BC @ Louisville 
Oregon @ Cal 
BYU @ Wyoming 
Nevada Reno@Boise St 
Chicago @ Atlanta 
Green Bay @ LARaiders 
Washington@Philly 
Trunk lines @ W&M 
Wolfe 
(86-32) 
Tribe 
Irish 
Wolverines 
Hawkeyes 
Cougars 
Lions 
Elis 
Tide 
Cardinals 
Ducks 
Cougars 
Broncos 
Bears 
Raiders 
'Skins 
Hey 
Toner 
(76-42) 
Tribe 
Irish 
Illini 
Hawkeyes 
Cougars 
Lions 
Tigers 
Tide 
Eagles 
Ducks 
Cougars 
Broncos 
Bears 
Packers 
'Skins 
man. 
Davis 
(73-45) 
Tribe 
Irish 
Illini 
Hawkeyes 
Cougars 
Terps 
Elis 
Tide 
Eagles 
Ducks 
Cowboys 
Wolf Pack 
Falcons 
Raiders 
Eagles 
ain't 
Seemann 
(75-43) 
Tribe 
Irish 
Wolverines 
Hawkeyes 
Cougars 
Terps 
Tigers 
Tigers 
Cardinals 
Ducks 
Cougars 
Wolf Pack 
Bears 
Raiders 
'Skins 
my 
Davide 
Tribe 
Irish 
Wolverines 
Buckeyess 
Cougars 
Lions 
Elis 
Tide 
Eagles 
Ducks 
Cougars 
Broncos 
Bears 
Raiders 
'Skins 
job. 
I 
OUTP1CK THE PICKERS 
Clip this little coupon, circle your choices and drop this little puppy in the appropriate en¬ 
velope on The Flat Hat's door. Deadline is 7pm Wednesday. 
W&M@RICHMOND   MARYLAND @ UVA        V$C(g>UCLA NEBRASKA®OKLA¬ 
HOMA KANSAS (it, MISSOURI NORTH CAROLINA @ DUKE PENN 
ST @ NOTRE DAME    PURDUE @ IOWA          SOUTH CAROLINA <g> CLEMSON 
STANFORD @ CAL      AIR FORCE @ UTEP    KENT STATE @ EASTERN MICHIGAN 
PRO: NEW ORLEANS® WASHINGTON  MINNESOTA @ SEATTLE   PITTS- 
I BURGH @ CINCINNATI 
iNAME __ ^^PHONE  
-ADDRESS 
NOW  HERE! 
THE 
INDIAN GIVER 
1990-91 
Direct Markeimq ot Willramsbufg  Inc    - 
1__^/.W/S?/j/iP,:;' THE COUPON le^////://://;/://U:        WILLIAM & M 
Jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir^ 
BOOKLET FOR 
ARY STUDENTS 
THE INDIAN GIVER COUPON BOOKLET 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY: 
DIRECT MARKETING OF WILLIAMSBURG, INC. 
ON-CAMPUS    STUDENTS: ASK YOUR RAS 
OFF-CAMPUS   STUDENTS: AVAILABLE AT THE 
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT HOUSE(216 JAMESTOWN RD.) 
GREAT DISCOUNTS ON CLOTHING, RESTAURANTS, 
JEWELRY, AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!!!! 
Tribe falls in double OT 
Team concludes best season in ten years at 16-5-1 
By Karen Vadja 
Tribe field hockey ended what was 
its best season in ten years on a some¬ 
what disappointing note, placing 
third in last weekend's All-South 
Atlantic Conference tournament. 
Entering the tournament  as the 
Field 
Hockey 
number two seed, W&M lost 2-1 to 
the number three seed, Virginia Com¬ 
monwealth University, in the last four 
seconds of the game's second over¬ 
time. 
On a happier note, senior co-cap¬ 
tain Cheryl Boehringer was named 
the Conference's Player of the Year. 
As this is the first year that the SAC 
has bestowed the honor, the award 
was particularly prestigous. 
Boehringer and senior co-captain 
Joanie Quinn, both at forward, were 
also named to the 1990 all-SAC team. 
The tournament began last Friday, 
and the Tribe easily defeated Loyola 
2-0 in the quarterfinal. "We clearly 
dominated, although we didn't score 
as prolifically as we could have," 
coach Peel Hawthorne said. 
The Tribe was on the attack for the 
entire game, with 35 shots on goal to 
Loyola's three. The Tribe also had 20 
corners to Loyola's three. W&M 
probably would have won by a larger 
margin if not for the exceptional per¬ 
formance of Loyola's sweeper. Col¬ 
leen Anderson. 
"She was everywhere and did a 
super job," Hawthorne said. "She 
had the game of her life." 
Moving into the semi-finals against 
VCU, the Tribe led 1-0 through the 
first half of the game. 
"VCU didn't get the ball over the 
50," Hawthorne said. 
In the second half, VCU came back 
and tied the game 1-1. VCU's defense 
played an excellent game with "a 
couple of saves of a lifetime," Haw¬ 
thorne said. 
The score remained 1-1 through¬ 
out the second overtime when, just 
four seconds before the whistle, 
VCU's Phyllis Braxton scored the 
winning goal. 
On Sunday, theTribe played James 
Madison for third place. After 
Saturday's disappointing loss, it was 
hard for the team to get psyched up 
1 
Vince Vizachero/Colonial Echo 
Cheryl Boehringer brings a ball downfield. Boehringer was named the 
SAC's Player of the Year for her performance this past season. 
for the game, but Hawthorne was 
"proud of the way they were able to 
perform still riding on a little disap¬ 
pointment." 
The Tribe pulled together to defeat 
JMU 4-0. 
'They really are a good team. To 
come from a loss and win shows for¬ 
titude and determination," Haw¬ 
thorne said. 
W&M ended its season with a 16-5- 
1 record, with the season's highlight 
being the win over Virginia. 
"We were predicting a strong sea¬ 
son depending on defense," Haw¬ 
thorne said. "It was solid...people 
stepped in to fill awfully big shoes., 
The whole backfield ended up 
strong." 
Tribe field hockey has been in the 
top 20 for the past four years. 
"Our level of play is approaching 
top level. [We're] not a fluke," 
Hawthorne said. 'The team gelled 
quickly and well from the very begin¬ 
ning. That made for a successful sea¬ 
son." 
The season was the best the Tribe 
has had since 1979. 
Shake it baby! ! 
Courtesy of the Tribal Dancers 
The 34th ranked Tribal Dancers show off one of the award-winning routines they perform every halftime. 
MAMA MIAfS PIZZA & DELI 
STUDENT SPECIALS: 
12 inch Stromboli $4.00 
Gyros $3.50 
Free Small Soft Drink with any Sub 
PO >cr    ^SF 
220-3565 
FREE PITCHER OF A 
SOFT DRINK WITH ANY PIZZA 
Students1 
Happy Hour 
Sun. - Thurs. 10 pm-2am 
521 Prince George St. Open llam-2am 7 days a week 
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Tribe 
Basketball 
opens ^O-'Sl 
season 
John Diehl/Colonial Echo 
Scott Smith checks the defense and Tiffany Stone 
shoots two in the Tribe men's and women's basket¬ 
ball teams opening home scrimmages. The men 
defeated Sparta club of Yugoslavia, 67-59, while the 
women fell tothe Belgium National team 49-46. Smith 
led the scoring for the men's squad, with 16 total 
points. Stone raked up nine points for the women in 
their scrimmage. Next Thursday, the men's team 
takes on another club team, USA Verich Reps, while 
the women have an intrasquad scrimmage on Tues¬ 
day at 6:30pm in the Hall. The men's game begins at 
7:30pm at the Hall. 
John Diehl/Colonial Echo 
Women 
Continued from Page 11 
ors for W&M, and coach Pat Van 
Rossum was named the CAA Coach 
of the Year. 'That just means [the 
team] ran well," Van Rossum said. 
"They make me look good." 
The final results for the CAAs had 
W&M in first with 27 points, James 
Madison next with 56, followed by 
George Mason (96), Richmond (97), 
UNC-Wilmington (129), American 
(145), and East Carolina (179). 
Individually, senior Cathy 
Stanmeyer won the meet with a time 
of 17:36, marking the first time a W&M 
runner placed first overall in theC A A 
championships. Her performance 
also set a W&M record for the two- 
year old Eastern State course. 
Stanmeyer's competition was ex¬ 
pected to come from two GMU run¬ 
ners, but they finished a distant sec¬ 
ond and third, more than 20 seconds 
behind the leader. 
Stanmeyer had defeated the two 
Patriots by the same margin three 
weeks before at the Pre-NCAA Invi¬ 
tational in Knoxville, but she said she 
"thought it was a fluke." 
'The girl I expected would give me 
the most problems fell behind at the 
beginning, and I was able to outdis¬ 
tance the other halfway through," 
Stanmeyer said. 
The other all-conference perform¬ 
ances for W&M came from Janice 
Brown (4th overall, with a 18:22), 
Megan Holden (5th, 18:36), Silica 
Johnson (8th, 18:50), Andrea Lengi 
(9th, 19:03), and Karen Laslo (10th, 
19:05). Maggie Silver, who finished 
18th with a 19:30 time, will be the 
seventh runner representing theTribe 
tomorrow in the regionals. 
Van Rossum does not think the 
lack of competition in the last few 
meets will hinder W&M in the re¬ 
gionals. "In a way it's good, because 
we're running like winners," Van 
Rossum said. "We've been up in 
frontofthepackandfinishingstrong. 
We have a lot of confidence." 
Tomorrow the team will be in a 
very different situation, and it will 
need to make the appropriate adjust¬ 
ments. "It'll be tough [in the region¬ 
als]—everyone will be up front bat¬ 
tling and we'll be forced to go out 
faster than usual, but we don't want 
to die," Van Rossum said. 
There is a delicate balance in run¬ 
ning between staying within your¬ 
self yet keeping up with the opposi¬ 
tion. "We need to run our own race 
and not the race of the poeple around 
us," Stanmeyer, who will be running 
for an individual berth in the NCAAs 
as well as a team berth, said. 
Yet, at the same time, the team 
must "be very aware of the others we 
need to beat and where they are," 
Stanmeyer said. 
According to Van Rossum, the 
Tribe must place third in its own 
region, the Southeast, and also finish 
ahead of the second place team in the 
Northeast region (which will proba¬ 
bly be Yale) in order to receive an at- 
large bid to the NCAAs. Villanova, 
ranked first in the nation, and Geor¬ 
getown, ranked fifth, are locks for the 
top two spots in the Southeast. That 
leaves W&M battling for third with 
Penn State, Penn, and Cornell. 
Teammates reach finals 
Kurth, Gallego match up in Rolex Championships 
By Julie Kaczmarek 
Flat Hat Staff Writer 
Last weekend at the University of 
Pennsylvania, the top 64 players in 
the East competed in the qualifying 
event for the Rolex National Indoor 
Intercollegiate Championships at the 
University of Minnesota in February. 
Our 20th Anniversary Sale 
November 7~11 
2fa Copies 
99>t Color Copies 
kkiko's 
the copy center 
513 Prince George Street 
Williamsburg, VA 23185 
253-5676   _ 
Open Until Midnight During Sate 
2fei price i* far black & white; Sftx 11. autofad copie. on 20# bond. 
Women's 
Tennis 
Only the two finalists received bids 
into the prestigious tournament. 
Tribe players Kristine Kurth and 
Karen Gallego took the two highest 
places. In the all-W&M final, Kurth 
defeated Gallego 6-3, 6-2. 
The top-seeded Kurth dropped a 
mere 12 games in the first three rounds 
of competition, defeating Jill Dunkel 
(Brown), Carrie Bentzel (Syracuse), 
and Jennifer Callan (Virginia). Kurth 
was not even challenged in the quar¬ 
terfinals or semifinals, easily dispos¬ 
ing of Cindy Barber (Temple), 6-1,6- 
2, and Jennifer Lane (Boston College), 
6-2, 6-0. 
"I think Kristine played some very 
good tennis. She was capable of 
exploiting not only her opponents' 
weaknesses but she played her 
strenghts to capacity," coach Ray 
Reppert said. "Her opponents were 
in 'double trouble.' She's working on 
a more aggressive game plan, and 
she's using her heavy groundstrokes 
in combination with a good agressive 
net game and, to top it off, she's thro w- 
ing in the 'short game,' drop shots 
and finesse angles." 
Vince Vizachero/Colonial Echo 
Kristine Kurth 
By reaching the final, Gallego sur¬ 
passed the expectations of the tour¬ 
nament committee, which awarded 
her the eighth-seeded position. Gal¬ 
lego encountered her most stiff com¬ 
petition in the first and third rounds, 
during which she rebounded from 
first set deficits to defeat Shari Lieber- 
toire (Syracuse) 3-6, 6-0, 6-3 and 
DaniellaPina(JMU)4-6,6-4,6-2. After 
straight set victories in the second 
and fourth rounds, Gallego was once 
again challenged in the semifinals 
against Yale's Lynn Rosenstrach. 
Gallego trailed 5-1 in the opening set 
before rebounding to a 7-5, 6-2 vic¬ 
tory. 
"I felt Karen played with such in¬ 
tensity and with such determination 
that she could not have lost any of her 
matches simply because she put more 
heart into it," Reppert said. "She had 
close matches that were won because 
her strategy and ball control were 
better than her opponents'." 
"Going into the weekend, I was 
really nervous," Gallego said. "Quali¬ 
fying last year made me want to 
qualify again. I found out I was seeded 
eighth, but I didn't really think about 
it or even look at the draw. I didn't 
want to get nervous seeing who I was 
going to play. 
"Whereas Kristine breezed into the 
final, I had to work to get there and by 
the end, I felt really good," she said. 
"I'm disappointed I lost, but if I had 
to lose to anyone there, I would have 
wanted it to be Kristine. It was more 
important to me to reach the finals." 
The two Tribe players battling 
against each other in the finals was 
somewhat anticlimactic, Reppert said, 
as just reaching the finals was the 
goal for the weekend. Both players, 
however, qualified for the National 
Indoors in February, and Reppert 
could not be happier. 
An added bonus for Kurth was an 
invitation to play in the National Inter¬ 
collegiate Clay Court Championships 
in Panama City, Florida beginning 
Wednesday, Nov. 14. Kurth holds a 
perfect 9-0 fall season record and will 
enter the tournament as the number- 
one ranked player in the East. Kurth 
also recently received a world com¬ 
puter singles ranking of 786. 
depression   *   stress   *   relationships   *   abuse 
women's issues * family problems * men's issues 
FAMILY LIVING INSTITUTE 
- the private counseling alternative 
- close to campus 
- insurance accepted 
229-7927 
1318 Jamestown Rd. 
D J DANCE NIGHTS 
ARE BACK! 
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND, THE FIRST 
STUDENT ASSOCIATION SPONSORED DJ DANCE 
NIGHT WILL BE HELD ON : 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10TH 
ON THE CAMPUS CENTER PATIO 
FROM 9PM TILL MIDNIGHT 
ADMISSION, FOOD, AND DRINKS 
(NON-ALCOHOLIC) ARE ALL FREE! 
